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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to explore the factors that contribute to long-term

marital satisfaction of Vietnamese participant couples living in Manitob a, Canadato learn

how they adjusted their lives through the immigration process and to acquire a greater

awareness, academically and professionally, of the issues that have affected their

marriages.

I utilized qualitative research because its methods respect diversity and can

respond to the multiple needs of the participants. It permits one to describe thoroughly

and communicate human interaction and other complicated aspects of family through in-

depth interviews.

My findings indicate some differences and some similarities with marriages

described in the western literature. The differences are that, to the participating families,

the family unit is their first concern. They sacrificed themselves for the benefit of the

family, with the goal of raising successful children as the criterion of their long-term

marital satisfaction. Another factor is the Vietnamese Community which they joined after

having immigrated to Canada. Their connections and activities within that community

also contributed to their marital satisfaction.

Other similar factors are harmony, mutual acceptance, intimacy, and the sexual

relationship, friendship and laughter, religion, and commitment.
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CHAPTER. ONE. Introduction

This study explores what factors contribute to satisfaction in long-term marriages

in the Vietnamese population of Manitoba, Canada. This thesis consists of five chapters,

each concentrating on different aspects ofthe study. Chapter one is an overview ofthe

study; chapter two presents literature on marriage and satisfaction of long-term

marriages; chapter three discusses the methodology used; chapter four is a discussion of

the findings and the key factors contributing to Vietnamese satisfactory long-term

marriages; chapter five is the contributions and implication of my study.

1.1. Overview and Purposes of the Study

Social workers commit to "enhancing, restoring or modifying the psychosocial

functioning of people, individually, in families, in groups or in communities to enable

them to reach their full potential in harmony with their environment and the wider

society" (Christensen,1999,p.293). I believe that helping immigrants acquire a sense of

belonging and helping them integrate into Canadian society is important. Studying the

satisfaction of long-term marriage enhances the understanding of immigrant family

relations, as well as filling a need of the social work profession because, as a number of

authors point out, cultural diversity is one of the major themes of social work practice

(Ewalt, Freeman, Fortune, Poole & Witkins, 1999; Goldstein, 2000).

Although social work practitioners need to be culturally competent to work with

diverse ethnic communities, they have been trained predominantly on the Western model

(Clreung, 2005). As Razack (1999) indicates, in the last ten years, schools of social work



have recognized the issue of cultural diversity and their training programs have

responded to the needs of a multicultural society. Canada's multicultural society requires

social work students to learn to work effectively with these diverse populations. Studying

the satisfaction of long- term marriage in the Vietnamese immigrant population can

enhance knowledge in this area.

Canada is a multicultural country. Nearly one in four Canadians have come as an

immigrant (Canada Census, 2006). Statistics Canada (2006) indicates that there has been

a constant increase in the population entering Canada from East Asia, Southeast Asia and

South Asia. Vietnam is one of the major source countries for family reunification along

with the Philippines, India, the United States, and China (Citizenship and Immigration

Canada,2002). In the period 1982 to 2001,122,055 Vietnamese immigrated to Canada

(Canada Census, 2001).

Cheung (2005) indicates that research on the strengths of marriage is small

compared to the literature on divorce. She also states that between 1965 and 1987 the

divorce rate in Canada increased from being one of the lowest in the industrial countries,

to one of the highest. Statistics Canada shows that in 2006 for the Canadian population as

a whole there were 1,629,490 divorced people of both sexes. In2002,the rate is 10

divorces for every 21 couples who married in Canada (Statistics Canada,2003). These

statistics suggest marriage is highly demanding and does not easily fulfill expectations

(Sharlin, Kaslow and Hammerschmidt, 2000).

Krantzler and Krantzler (1992) indicate that breakups usually take place within

the first 15 years of a marriage. Fisher (lgg2)reports that people are most likely to

divorce in the first 4 years of marriage. In Northern Europe, the highest divorce rate

occurs from2 to 4 years after marriage (Lindstrom,1992).



Despite the high divorce rate, people continue to marry and remarry (Lauer, Lauer

& Ken, 1990). Plechaty (1987) points out that 95o/o of adult Canadians marïy at least

once, In 2006, there were 15,793,063 married people of both sexes in the entire

Canadian population (Statistics Canada, 200 6).

Cheung (2005) points out that marriage has different forms, structure, and

meanings in different cultures and changes over time as well. Traditionally, marriage

was recognized as human mating. In democratic societies, marriage has become more

flexible (Mace, 1982:' Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1995) and has changed from preserving

the social order to fulf,rlling personal expectation (Cheung, 2005). In today's marriages,

people marry and stay together for love, happiness and personal fulfillment. They seek

something more than a reproductive environment (Barbach & Geisinger,1994), and the

definition of family includes common law, same sex, single parent families, and blended

families.

Today, couples increasingly use the traditional wedding vow "till death do us

part" and expect a long-term marriage (Karpel, 1994). Roberts (1979) finds that when

people malry they plan to live together for a long time. There is a need to find how some

people live in satisfying long-term marriages so that people and their families can learn to

work through their difficulties and maintain more satisfying marriages.

Marital satisfaction is defined between and by husband and wife and is the mutual

agreement on what constitutes satisfaction in their marriage. Marriage is a socially-

constituted product of society and a couple's interaction constructs their marital

relationship, and as social values change over time, so do marital relationships change

over time (Cheung, 2005).



All people experience changes that influence their marital relationship, but

immigrants have the added changes of moving to a new country and can be faced with a

different social system, value system, beliefs, laws, living conditions and the changing

spousal roles. Some get through the experiences with their relationships intact, some

need help from social services to maintain their relationships and others abandon their

marriages. It is of interest, maybe even necessary, to determine what factors keep

Vietnamese couples in long-term satisfying relationships, so that social workers working

with Vietnamese families can work with them more effectively.

This information is also relevant to those couples contemplating marriage, and

who have been recently married, as well as those who have been married for a long time

but are having difficulties. Premarital programs may also benefit from the research

because it might provide valuable material about successful mariages.

1.2. Qualitative Research

This study uses the qualitative method with some concepts from grounded theory

for data collection and analysis. Qualitative research assists people in discussing their

experiences on their own terms instead of responding to pre-determined categories.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) point out that qualitative research counts on observations and

interviews to obtain data.

Tutty, Rothery and Grinnel (1996) indicate that qualitative research is respectful

ofdiversity and different cultures and therefore it is the best approach to respond to the

multiple needs of the participants. Qualitative research is suitable for describing and

communicating human interaction and family experiences and the many complicated



aspects of the family lend themselves to understanding and appreciating through in-depth

interviews of qualitative research.

L.3. Learning Goals

The goals of this study were:

1. To explore why the participating Vietnamese couples stay in their long-term

marriages

2' To learn how the immigration process changed many aspects of their lives.

3. To explore how these couples adjusted to a new country in order to

experience satisfaction in their long-term marriage.

4. To explore the factors that give participating vietnamese couples

satisfaction in their long-term marriage, because the existing research and

literature on non-Western groups is scarce.

5. To ask the participating couples how they have been satisfied in their long-

term marriage.

6. To seek, academically and professionally , a greater awareness of the issues

related to marital satisfaction in the vietnamese population

1.4. Summary

This chapter presented an overview and the potential benefits of this study. The

evolution of marriage from the traditional to the modern pattern was described. The

qualitative methods used and my learning goals were also discussed.



This study contributes to the existing research and literature on non-Western

groups. Refugee and immigrant populations that come to Canada, where they face many

difficulties, can be helped by this study to adjust to a new country in order to experience

satisfaction in their long term marriages.



CTIAPTER TWO. Literature Review

This chapter discusses marital satisfaction, long-term marriage, Vietnamese

family values and beliefs, and key factors that contribute to long-term marriages.

2 "1. Marital Satisfaction

Many authors agree that marital quality and stability are key concepts in the

literature on long-term marriage and that there is interplay between these two concepts

(Lauer et a\,7990; Robinson & Blanton, 1993). commitment does not equate with

happiness (Gilford, 1986). Couples stay together for different reasons, such as children,

fear of change, f,tnancial circumstances, religion or social and financial status. Many

authors compare marital satisfaction with marital adjustment (Sporakowski and

Hughston, 1978; Kaslow & Hammerschmidt, Igg2) or marital happiness (Lauer &,Lauer,

1986; Lauer et al,1990).

Happiness in a marriage has different meanings for different couples. Some

people think money and success are important keys giving couples a sense of happiness.

Other people are content in their marriage when they feel good about themselves and

about what they have accomplished (Sharlin et at 2000).

In order to achieve marital satisfaction, couples need to work on their relationship

to maintain and enhance it throughout their lives (Dindia,2000;Wiegel & Ballard-

Reisch, 1999). cheung (2005) indicates that in long-term marriage, the couple who

constructed a more flexible gender relationship in the long course of marriage, felt

satisfied in their marriage. "Marriage is a dynamic relationship" changing co¡tinually



(Sharlin et a|2000, p.7). Both partners bring their own values and beliefs to the

marriage. A couple's perspective on marital satisfaction comes from the day{o-day

experiences and the couple's marriage must endure the complexity of the couple's life.

Marriage is influenced by the social and living environment of the people involved.

Couples that have a strong fulfilling relationship tend to cope better with their crises and

adversities and maintain their harmonious relationship longer than couples that don't

have such a relationship (Krantzler & Krantzler,1992; Robinson & Blanton, 1993).

A number of studies show that an ability to manage conflicts and good

communication are key factors to achieving marital satisfaction (Olson, i988; Storaasli &

Markman, 1990; Sharlin, 1996). Other factors influencing the long-term stability of a

marriage are self disclosure (Hendrick, 1981 ; Hansen & Schuldt, 1984), a shared mutual

value system (Beavers, 1985; Murstein, 1980), equal, or perceived to be equal partners,

give and take behaviour, power sharing and contributing to the marriage (Jacobson &

Margolin, 197 9; Beavers, I 985).

'Wallerstein 
and Blakeslee (1995) on their studies of American people indicate that

marital satisfaction includes a sense of fulfillment, well-being, contentment, affection,

and safety. Sharlin et al (2000) indicate that marital satisfaction comes with a sense of

co-operation and mutual support, affection, honesty, and understanding. In general, when

people feel good about themselves, their families, their fulfillment at work and their

health, they feel content in their marriages. Mutual trust, respect and love are the key

components in marital satisfaction (Roizblatt, Kaslow, Rivera, Fuchs, Conejero, C. &

Zacharais (1999).

Kaslow, Hanson and Lundblad (1994, p. fi$ point out the factors contributing to

marital satisfaction are sharing "the same norms and values towards raising childr-en...,



the capacity to see another's needs and interest, and deal with conflict in a flexible way".

Some studies on healthy maniages focus on early married life (Kaslow, 1981, 1982),

while others focus on the relationship between happy childhoods and marital satisfaction

(Roizblatt et al,1999). Marital satisfaction may be different in degree and meaning to

different people. It varies with the personality, temperament and stresses at different

stages in the lives of the people involved. Their relationships are affected by having

children, raising them through the teenage period and seeing them leave home. They

may have had to face crises in their lives such as fleeing a country as refugees or leaving

as an emigrant, changing jobs, retirement, illness, loss of status and income. The set of

conflicts between parents and children in Vietnam are different from the ones

experienced in Canada and therefore the immigrants may have difficulty dealing with

them. Having a person become the non-traditional sole breadwinner or caregiver may be

accepted by one couple, but may mean dissatisfaction to another couple. For example,

traditionally Vietnamese men are the sole bread winner of their family and the women are

stay-at-home wives or run a small business from home to make extra money. The

husbands, who were in power, made a good income and had high social status and never

did any household chores. However, in Canada the wives can easily get jobs while the

husbands have a harder time finding jobs suitable for them. These husbands often ended

up to taking whatever job were available. It may mean a low paying job without social

status so that they have to do house work because their wives have jobs outside the

house. These factors decreased their self esteem and affected their marriage relationship.



2.2. Long-term Marriage

Throughout the course of a couple's life, they are faced with times of happiness as

well as times of hardship. In response, some couples divorce while others successfully

create huppy and fulfilling relationships in spite of the hardships encountered. In early

studies, researchers focused on factors that contributed to long-term marriages

(Schlesinger,1982; Schlesinger and Mullaly, 1984). Throughout the 1980's, research

studies contributed fuither to identifli those factors, such as lifetime commitment to

marriage, loyalty to spouse and the expectation of reciprocity and strong shared moral

values. Fennell's (1987) study in the United States indicates that respect for the spouse

as a best friend and companionship are factors that contribute to long-term marriage.

In the 1990s, the study of long-term marriage became more "rigorous" and

"sophisticated" (Cheung,7999,p.17). A number of authors indicate that most long-term

marriages are satisfactory (Billingsley, Lim and Jennings, 1995; Kaslow and Robinson,

1996a; Lauer et al,1990; Mackinnon, Mackinnon and Franken, 1984). Kaslow and

Robinson (1996a) point out that people who have lived together for 20 years or more

have developed a cluster of characteristics and attributes that help them to manage

difficult situations. Other researchers of long-term couples report that over 90Yo of

participants were huppy in their mamiage (Stinnett, Carter and Montg omery, l97Z;

Schlesinger,l9S2). Many authors found that the basic characteristics that contribute to

satisfaction in a long-term marriage are similar philosophies of life and a shared mutual

enjoyment of life (sharlin, 1996; Kaslow and Hammerschmidt, 1992; Kaslow and

Robinson, 1996a). Still other studies on long-term marriage have indicated that marital

satisfaction implies a sense of camaraderie, contentment and overall good feelings,

t0



affection and safety (Rowe and Meredith 1982; Lauer and Lauer 1986; Fenell 1993;

Billingsley, Lim, and Jennings, 1995; Kaslow and Hammerscmidt, 1992; Cheung,1999;

Kaslow and Robinson 1996a; sharlin, 1996, Roizblatt et al, 1999; cohen, 1998;

Gottman, 1993; Gottman, coan, Carrere & Swanson, 1998; Karney & Bradbury, 2000).

A research project on marital satisfaction initiated by Florence Kaslow was

adopted by the research committee of the International Family Therapy Association to

study marital satisfaction of couples in long-term marriages in different countries on

different continents, Africa, Europe, North America, South America and Asia (Sharlin er

ø12000). Their findings, including the Asian and African studies, agreed with the results

found in the western literature. The findings of this research indicate that the most

important factors for long-term satisfying mariages are love, fidelity, respect, mutual

trust and support. Their study also points out that couples who remain married have

resources for coping with life's difficulties. These ïesources include a fulfilling

togetherness, the feelings of well-being, affection, cooperation and loving friendship.

They state that in long-term marriages there are common qualities that are found in

various cultures and socioeconomic settings. Having a good relationship with parents, a

huppy childhood, and a common religion affect a mariage positively. Family structures,

values and beließ are transferred from one generation to the next and the individuals who

have received a sense of stability, belonging and contentment from their family tend to

replicate their parents' ways of living in their own lives.

Cheung (2005) studied the long-term satisfaction of Hong Kong Chinese and

European Canadian couples in Canada. She found that the key factors that contribute to

long-telm satisfaction in marriage are being a confidante, enjoying doing things together,

sharing joy and sorrow, respect, care and concern for each other. Security, financial

11



stability and hdelity, mutual trust, fulfillment of their responsibilities as a parent and a

marital partner, and successfully raising a family are other factors that Cheung mentions.

The couples Cheung studied indicated that having similar values and goals was crucial to

their marriage and commitment. In the same study, Cheung points out that the Chinese

use the term "fulfillment of responsibility or duties rather than commitment" (p.293).

Cheung (2005) indicates that for the Chinese, a successful marriage is one in which the

family produces successful children. The participants' children are involved in family

matters such as finances, work and disputes. Children tie the family together and affect

the manied couples greatly. The parents' common goals are building a strong family and

giving priority to the success of their children. The parents' satisfaction comes from

achieving those family roles.

2.3. Yietnamese Family Values and Beliefs

Most Vietnamese believe in Tam Giao which is a merging of three religious

systems: Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism (Hanh, 1967;Thien-An, 1975; Rutledge,

i985; Jamieson, 1993). The Tam Giao focuses on family relations. To the Vietnamese

family, it is the main foundation on which the physical, mental and social stability of

family members are secured (Rutledge, 1992). Pfeifer (1999) states that traditionally, the

Vietnamese have had a high regard for the patrilineal extended family. The Vietnamese

family hierarchy is influenced by the Confucian tradition, in which the relationship

between a man and his wife and children is similar to a king and his servants. There are

rules to guide people, for example, in the use of appropriate gestures in different

situations during religious ceremonies such as marriages and funerals of family members
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(Dorais, Le, &. Huy, 1987). Culturally, Vietnamese are trained to have a strong sense of

responsibility to family members. The family tie is the center of the Vietnamese belief

system. They consider family as a group more important than the individuals that make

up the family. Family is also the central means of economic and social support.

Pfeifer (1999) indicates that the traditional Vietnamese family is composed of

grandparents on the father's side, parents, sons and unmarried daughters, uncles and

aunts. They may all live together in one household. Each individual has his or her own

duties and obligations. The father is the head of the family and he is always highly

respected. The oldest son's responsibility is taking care of the elderly parents, and when

his father passes away, he is expected to be the head of the family (Muzny 1989;

Rutledge, 1992). Rutledge (1992) points out that the principles of filial piety, respect, and

obligation to the family include taking care of elderly parents. Traditionally Vietnamese

children were raised to obey their parents and elders. A Vietnamese boy or girl might

love someone, but selecting a mate would be the job of grandparents or parents. Filial

piety in this sense means that the girl or boy is to obey the decision of the elder.

Therefore, most marriages were arranged (Rutledge, I99Z; Muzny, 1989). Going against

the family tradition resulted in negative consequences not just for the individuals

concerned, but for the whole family (Jamieson, 1993).

2.4. Gender Roles

In Vietnamese tradition, men are trained to lead the family. They are responsible

for decision making and maintaining family tradition. 'Women 
are trained to submit to

their fathers or oldest brother when they are under his care, to serve their husband after

13



maniage, and to listen to their oldest son in widowhood (Pfeifer, 1999). A married

\ryoman's main role is to care for her husband and in-laws. She is expected to take care of

the housework, cooking and child-rearing. The mother is responsible for keeping the

peace in the family and managing family finances (Hickey, 1964; Rutledge, I ggz). AII

family members give their salaries to the mother, and she makes financial decisions for

the family as a whole (Pfeifer, 1999)

Many authors indicate that the traditional family is continuing among Vietnamese

refugees and immigrants in Canada and the United States (Woon, 1986; Rutle dge 1992;

Hein, 1995). Kibria (1993), in her study of Vietnamese families in Philadelphia, poinrs

out that Vietnamese-Americans practice the collective family tradition of every one

pooling resources and sharing them with the entire family. They also practice a

cooperative approach towards activity among family members reflecting the unity of the

family. Caplan, Whitmore, and Choy (1989) note that when the wives work outside the

home the degree to which the husbands and children are involved in household chores

depends on the husband's availability and attitudes and on the children's ages and gender.

For instance, girls cook and clean the house, boys do the yard and outside work.

Johnson (1989) studied the performance of household tasks by Vietnamese

refugees and indicates that Vietnamese family life changed after immigrating to Canada.

The Vietnamese men have diff,rculty being the sole breadwinner so that the women have

joined the labour force where they (women) or all (men and women) are exposed to the

new values of gender equality. She points out that the sharing of house work has different

meaning to her participants. For instance, when the wives do an activity 80% of the time,

they consider both husbands and wives do the activity.

14



Coltrane (2000) points out that manied men are more involved in housework

when their wives work outside the home. The married women who work and contribute

to family finances often have more decision-making power (Blumberg and Coleman,

1989). Manied people who share housework and paid work outside the home have the

potential for increased intimacy between them (Hood, 1983; Scanzoni, l97g).

Thorton and Young - Demarco (2001) point out that because married women

contribute to family finances, both husbands and wives' attitudes and values move away

from the traditional ones including marriage. These authors state that the number of

people who believe that husbands should be breadwinners and wives homemakers has

declined compared to the 1950s.

Amato, Johnson, Booth and Rogers (2003) indicate that the improvement of

marital quality is associated with increasing family income, husband and wife having

equal decision making opportunities, and more modern attitudes toward gender roles.

Kibria (1993) indicates that there is a strong belief that the unity of family

provides an economic safety net. The unity of family is a reliable support for Vietnamese

individuals in all circumstances (Hickey, 1964; Rutledge,1992)

Among other traits, affection, feeling comfortable with one another, trust, honesty,

security, understanding, commitment, closeness, good communication, and mutual

respect are qualities necessary for satisfaction in marriage (Sharlin et al2000). These

traits are similar to those found in the studies of both Oriental and Western countries.

Discussions regarding the long-term marital satisfaction of Vietnamese couples

with my co-workers, key people in the Vietnamese community and counselors of other

agencies who also work with immigrant and refugee families indicate that in their view

the rnajority of Vietnamese couples in Canada possess the above traits. My work with
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immigrant and refugee families at Immigrant Women's Counseling Services supports that

conclusion also.

2.5. Key Factors That Contribute to Long-term Marriages

The following are key factors that contribute to long-term marriage as found by

studies of people from Africa, Europe, Asia, North America and South America.

2.5,1. Commitment

Many researchers have found that commitment, endurance, tolerance, courage,

perseverance and patience are major factors in long term marriages (Kaslow and

Hammerschmidt, 1992 - in the United States; Kaslow et al 1994 - in Sweden;

Hammerschmidt and Kaslow,1995 - in Germany; Sharlin, 1996 - in Israel).

Commitment involves the investment of time, energy and effort that couples put into

building a relationship in daily life in good times as well as difficult times. These traits

also describe couples who are determined to work together to promote mutual growth

(Cole, 1985; Krantzler &. Krantzler, 1992; Robinson & Blanton, 1993). All couples have

to deal with adversity in life but the couples who accept changes survive (Goldberg,

Green, Hof, Treat, & Westfall, April, 1985). Changes are afact of life and couples who

do not accept changes in their lives will endure their marriage as an undesirable

relationship.

Many authors indicate that in order to achieve long-term marriage, individuals

need to maintain their own identity and personality in the closeness and intimacy of the
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marital relationship (Mace, 1982; Beavers, 1985; Robinson & Blanton, 1993; Wallerstein

& Blakeslee, 1995). Cheung (1999) points out that the literature consistently shows that

it is hard work to maintain a long-term marriage and that it is important for couples to

have the ability to balance togetherness and separateness. Middle-aged couples declare

that humor and interest are the most important traits in their marriage relationship, while

older couples tend to decla¡e affection to be that trait (Gottman & Notarious, 2000).

Commitment, companionship and interdependence increase as a couple ages (Rowe &

Meredith, 1982). Willi (1992) states that long-term couples create common goals while

maintaining their personal goals in the marriage (p. 122). Individuals who have not

maintained a level of autonomy are often found to be in low quality marriage

relationships (Cole, 1 985).

2.5.2. Perceptual Congruence

Perceptual congruence is another key factor (Swensen & Trahaug, 1985; Kaslow

& Hammerschmidt, 1992; Fenell, 1993) found in studies of long-term marriages in

American people. Some studies point out that long-term couples highly agree on

important life issues such as how to manage family frnances, family in-laws, common

goals and how to handle "life around the home" (Roberts, 1979; Lauer & Lauer,1986).

Lauer and Lauer (1986) studied 351 American couples in long-term marriages and found

that the two key factors in the relationship were friendship and liking each other.
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2.5.3. Companionship

Cheung (1999) shows that quality long-term marriages have a large measure of

companionship. Other studies agree that this is one of the keys to long-term marriage

(Sporakowski & Hughston, 1978; Ammons & Stinnett, 1980; Lauer et a\,1990;Fenell,

1993; Billingsley et al,1995). Companionship involves the time couples spend together

with an enjoyment and appreciation of one another (Cheung,2005). These studies clearly

show that for a marriage to be lasting and satisfying couples need to enjoy each other's

company, appreciate each other's efforts and value the time they share together without

pressure from the other pafiner. The "best friend" relationship was confirmed in a study

on long-term marriages by Weishaus and Field (1988).

2.5.4, Sexual Expressions and Affect

Sexual activity and interest are an integral part of maniage. Expressing affection

to one another, touching, fondling each other brings a sense of satisfaction (O'sullivan,

Lawrence and Byers, 1994). Studies found that in long-term marriage couples express

their genuine feelings and share interests through pain and joy, in spite of what they may

feel (Buehlman, Gottman &.Katz, i992; Willi , 1992; Wallerstein & Blakeslee, i995).

Harper, Schaalje, and Sandberg (2000) state that physical and emotional intimacy

between partners is an important key to marital satisfaction. Gottman and Notarious

(2000) state that affect is one of the key factors contributing to marital satisfaction. The

positive affect such as physical contact, laughter, approval, and affection are found to be

important in a couple's relationship (Cheung, 2005). Gottman et al (1998) indicate that

the positive affect couples express is strongly related to the stability and success of their
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marriage. They consistently found that positive affect helps the de-escalation of

conflicts.

Gottman and his colleagues studied more than two thousand couples and found

that if the ratio of positive to negative interactions between married couples is at least 5:1,

the negativity will not harm the relationship (Gottman,1993, 1994; Gottman &.

Levenson, 1992). Cheung (2005) indicates that couples satisfied in their marriage add to

their relationship by minimizing conflicts through respectful humor. Other studies

indicate that respect, trust, honesty, forgiveness, security and having fun together are

attributes of long-term marriages (Gilford, 1986; Krantzler &.Rtantzler,1992;Baúach &.

Geisinger, 1994; Kaslow & Robinson, 1996b).

2.5.5. Conflict Management

Long-term married couples have a harmonious relationship even though they face

challenges similar to those couples whose marriages do not last. Cheung (2005) indicates

that disagreements and fights were an essential part of a marriage and couples express

their feelings and misunderstandings through arguments. Gottman and Notarious (2000)

point out that couples who are satisfied in their marriage can resolve conflicts and

disagreement. How married couples go through day-to-day life experiences determines

the level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their marriages (Gottm an, 7994;

Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1995). Long-married couples state that they do not have much

conflict (Swensen, Eskew & Kohlhepp, 1984 Lauer &Lauer,1986) and Kaslow and

Hamtnerschmidt (1992) point out that long-term couples have the ability to solve

problems jointly because their approach to solving problems is to focus on the issues
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rather than the partner while remaining calm and flexible. Crises need not terminate in

negative results (Krantzler &.Krantzler,1992). Couples that have a broad sense of

contentment, fulfillment, and safety in their relationships can overcome challenges and

grow together. It is contentment and the good fit between the partners' wishes and wants

that help these couples overcome whatever frustrations they may have.

In a review of the literature from 1952 to 2004 Billingsley, Lim, Caron, Hanis and

Canada (2005) identif,red nine themes that contribute to marital and family success. These

qualities and themes are: permanence of relationship, love, sex, compatibility in

personality, cofiunon interests, communication, decision-making, intimacy, and religion.

2.6. Summary

Compared to the literature of the 70's and 80's on marriage, the literature of the

90's pays more attention to the different factors that contribute to satisfaction in long-

term marriage (Blaisure & Allen, 1995; Cheung, 1999; Krantzler &.Krantzler,l99z;

Robinson & Blanton, 1993; Sharlin et a\.,2000; Storaasli & Markman. 1990), Marital

relationships exist in a temporal context and the perception of marital satisfaction

changes in time and place. In order to provide effective programs and services, social

service providers who work with immigrant couples need to pay attention and learn to

understand the different cultural values conveyed by these clients.
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CHAPTER THREE. Methodology

My study took place in Manitoba, Canada.I used the purposive and snowball

sampling method beginning with an initial advertisement at the Buddhist temple and

agencies that work with Vietnamese people. I sent the couples who responded positively

to the advertisement a letter with more information. This was followed up with a phone

call to affange an in-person interview. Each person was interviewed individually,

spouses separately from each other. All participants took part in the study voluntarily. At

the conclusion of each interview, the participant was asked to suggest other couples of

their social group with a background similar to his or hers, who might be interested in

this study and the whole process of information letter to interview was repeated until

sufficient interviews were done. Recruitment of participants stopped after the 12th

interview when the data showed saturation. Six couples were interviewed, but only the

four couples that met all the acceptance criteria were included in the study. The women

of the two rejected couples stayed in there marriage for their children. Three of the

participating couples knew each other because they went to the same Buddhist temple

often.

3.1. Research Questions

The primary goal of this research was to determine which factors gave the

respondent Vietnamese couples satisfaction in their long-term marriages. Pfeifer (lggg)

indicates that Vietnamese couples that moved to Canada from Vietnam experienced

diff,rculties in the immigration process. They have had to adjust to the new environment,
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values, beliefs and social systems. These new influences may have affected important

aspects of their marriage relationships including division of household labour, decision

making, resolution of conflicts and communication (Cheung, 2005). What makes them

stay with each other for so long and keeps them satisfied in their marriage? How did they

adjust to the new country as well as to the changes in gender roles? Specif,rc research

questions were designed after a review of the relevant literature, discussions with social

workers in the area of family relations, and my proposal committee and informal

conversations with my colleagues. The following questions were discussed with the

respondents

1. What makes you stay together?

2. How did the immigration process affect your marriage?

3. How did you adjust to the new environment, new culture and social systems?

4. Are you satisfied with your maniage?

5. What does marital satisfaction mean to you?

6. V/hat are the key factors that are perceived to be contributing to your long-term

marital satisfaction?

7. What do you do to achieve marital satisfaction in your maniage?

8. How did you raise your children in the Canadian society?

9. How does involvement with the Vietnamese community contribute to your

marital satisfaction?

10. How does religion affect your marital satisfaction?

1 1. How do you handle household chores? Who does what?

12. How do you make major decisions?

13. Do you consult one another on your decisions?
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15.

t6.

How do you express affection to each other?

When you are under stress as a couple, what do you do?

Do you have difficulty in finding ways to solve your marital problems? Explain,

3.2. Qualitative Research

The methodological framework for this study was qualitative research. Franklin

(1996) indicates that qualitative research has been gaining acceptance in areas such as

marriage, family therapy, counseling and social work. As social work practitioner, it is

necessary to gain an understanding of the couples' experiences, because some aspects of

their marriage will be unique to each couple (Padgett, 1998; Tutty et al, 1996).

Since complex details of a phenomenon are hard to convey with a quantitative

approach, the qualitative method is preferable and captures people's lived experience

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Padgett (1998) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) stress that

qualitative methods are useful for discovering and understanding what lies behind many

social phenomena about which little is known. The qualitative methodology permits

insightful study of diverse phenomena (Allen, Bleiszner & Roberto, 2000; Durodoye,

1997;Wu, Enders &.Ham,1997). Since there is very limited research literature about

Vietnamese couples and their long-term marriages, a qualitative approach was suitable

for this project.

Since such studies are conducted in the real environment of the participants' daily

lives, the data collected are influenced by the participants' experiences. Strauss and

Corbin (1990) point out that the skills required for doing qualitative research include

"theoretical and social sensitivity, the ability to maintain anal¡ical distance while at the
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same time drawing upon past experience and theoretical knowledge to interpret what is

seen, astute powers of observation and good interactional skills" (p,18). Yegidis,

Weinback and Monison (1996) state that there are similarities in qualitative research and

social work interviews. The author conducted all the interviews for this study. In the

interviews conducted for this study I spoke the same language and shared the same

culture as the target participants fulfilling the requirement of Tutty et al, (1999), that "the

only people who should study a culture should be a member of that culture" (p.18).

Some concepts from grounded theory -as well as other qualitative research- have

been incorporated into this study. These concepts include: data collection, constant

comparison, dafa analysis, coding and memo writing. Grounded theory is based on the

theories of symbolic interaction: People create their own meanings for their experiences

based on their interactions with others (Yegidis et al, 1996). As data are collected they

arc analyzed for theoretical categories and as more data is collected, the analysis are

repeated and further meaning and interrelationships are obtained (Strauss & Corbin,

1ee0).

3.3. Data Collection

Charmaz (2001) points out that "grounded theory methods are developed by a set

of data collection and anal¡ic procedures. You start with aî area of study and then build

your theoretical analysis on what you discover to be relevant in the actual world that you

study within this area" (p. 355). Rafuls (1994) indicates that in grounded theory, data

collection and data analysis are intertwined because analysis begins while data are still
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being collected. Data collection may include in-depth interviews with participants, direct

observations and document analysis by the researcher.

In this study, in-depth interviews were conducted by using open-ended prepared

questions and probes to aid the participants' accounts of their experiences as done by

Rogers and Bouey (1996). To facilitate trust and keep participants interested in the topic,

issues that were important to the interviewees were also discussed in an interview.

The primary purpose of all research interviewing is to

collect accurate data about some human phenomenon,

usually behavior, attitudes, perceptions, or beliefs of

people. In qualitative research, the researcher hopes to find

out how people experience some phenomenon or

experience, to learn its meaning or essence, for them. In

contrast, quantitative research uses the interview to

accurately measure some phenomenon (Yegidis et al, 1996,

p.r29).

In qualitative research, interviewing is the favorite method of collectin g data

(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Rogers and Bouey (i996) also point out that interviewing can

be one of the most effective methods of data gathering in the social work field. Data can

be in the form of transcripts of interviews, audiotapes, f,reld notes, memos and journals.

Lavoie (2001) indicates that researchers can make an entry in a journal after the first

interview is conducted. The journal was used as a guide to further exploration in the next

interview and it is a useful tool to observe themes that are taking shape.

For this study, I asked participants detailed and extensive data to get clear material

to work as suggested by Charmaz (2001). A thick description of pelsonal experience of
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the participants was written to facilitate an understanding of what they mean and how

they define their experience (Charmaz200l). Then I interpreted the data from their points

of view. Memo writing, interviewer's transcriptions, and journals helps to produce rich

data. After the interview, a description of the situation, the interaction of participants and

researchers, and the researcher's perception of how an interview went was added in the

journal to help generate a rich data set which in turn helped discover what participants

intended to say when sharing their experiences. Rich data also permitted better tracing of

events and making comparisons within the data set.

In this study, the data collection was stopped after the eighth interview because

my observations and f,reld notes indicated that no new insights were being presented.

This criterion was suggested by Taylor and Bogdan (l9Sa).

3.3.1. The Sample Selection Criteria

The selection criteria were:

1. Husband and wife were from North, Central, or South Vietnam

2. They had to be in their first marriage and have children.

3. The couple must have been married for at least 20 years at the time of the

interview.

4. The couples must have been living in Manitoba, Canada for at least 5 years at the

time of the interview.

5. The couple must be ethnic Vietnamese and they may, but need not, have aformal

education.

6. The couples have to identify themselves as being in a satisfying marriage.
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7. The couple may be immigrant or refugee.

8. The couple must be in a non-clinical population.

Items 2 and 8 define a satisfactory marriage for the purpose of this study. I chose

the cut off point as 20 years because the Vietnamese population in Manitoba is small,

2,760 people (Statistics Canada 1996), and because break ups usually take place within

the first 15 years of a marriage (Krantzler & Krantzler, 7992).

3.3.2. The Interviews

To ensure individuals the freedom to express their feelings and their experiences,

each of eight people were interviewed one by one and face to face. Each interview dealt

with personal matters; both joy and pain were discussed. Depending on the participant's

availability, I scheduled the interview to be at the participant's home at his or her

convenience. As each interview provided insights, different questions were asked in

subsequent interviews as suggested by Lavoie (2001), I transcribed and translated the

first two interviews (one couple), then did the first-level coding and got feedback from

my advisor, and obtained more ideas for the rest of the coding.

Weiss (1994) indicates that interviewers should provide basic information about

themselves. Padgett (199S) points out that personal disclosure by the interviewer is

unavoidable in qualitative research and that the degree of self disclosure depends on the

wishes and sensitivities of the respondents and on the researcher's own comfort level

with such disclosure. She stresses that when the researcher discloses personal

information, it should be done in the context of the experiences of the respondents.

Sharing my own experience with the participants enabled me to have "chance to enter the
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conversation and partnership with participants at the same time working with

professional ethical parameters" (Tutty et a\,1996,p. 57). Strauss and Corbin (1990)

point out that in qualitative research the three major components are the data collection,

the analy'tic or interpretive procedures and the written and verbal reports.

Each interview began with a review of the research objectives, the ethical

considerations and the interviewees' rights. In an in-depth interview I asked open-ended

questions. I was prepared to adapt or alter to help participants fully understand them.

The in-depth interview helped me to compare information among the participants and

also to understand each person's experience. Lavoie (2001) states that throughout the

research process, the open-ended questions in grounded theory are expanded and

modified as new themes emerge from the data collection process.

3.4. Ethical Considerations

In this study, the couples benefited by having the chance to look back at the years

they have been married and through this experience evaluate what has been working well.

They could reminisce about the efforts that they put into the mar:riage to keep it going.

The risk was that they might relive some rough and unhappy times, leading to

negative emotions. The interview could rekindle some uffesolved crisis or issues or old

controversies that have been repressed, but that did not happen. As a researcher I had no

right to produce change or give advice, but I was prepared to handle that situation with

great care and refer them to a workshop for married couples, counseling or appropriate

services at no cost to them. I had arranged with Mount Carmel clinic about these
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possibilities and they agreed they would accept such clients. However, there was no need

for any referrals.

Because this study focuses on the private lives of people, the identities of the

people involved and the data collected have been kept securely confidential as suggested

by Punch (1994).

3.4.1. Informed Consent and Participant's Rights

Each of the participants received information about the research (appendix II), and

signed a consent form (appendix III) after being fully informed of the rights of the

respondents. I requested permission to use a tape recorder (appendix IV), although they

could al any time request it be turned off. Six participants agreed to tape recording of the

interviews. Two men refused to be taped because they did not feel comfortable with it,

so I asked to take notes of their interviews. The participant's rights were discussed

between the researcher and interviewee at the outset of the interview. Informed consent

was separately obtained from each person to ensure confidentiality and they were assured

that the data from one spouse would not be shared with the other.

The consent form stated that participation was completely voluntary, and that

questions would be of a personal nature. They were free to answer any or all questions

and could withdraw from the project atany time. They were told that if I had further

questions, or if I wanted to clarify some issues during my analysis, I would contact them

individually for a subsequent interview (appendix V). They were told that I would invite

them for feedback (appendix VI) on my findings in this study if the participants were

available.
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3.4.2. Anonymity and Confidentiality

When tape-recorded interviews were transcribed, all identifying information was

removed to prevent it from appearing in reports or other written work, including this

thesis presentation, In the data analysis, each parlicipant was assigned a pseudonym but

it is not used in this thesis report. Every possible measure has been taken to ensure that

they cannot be identif,red in the report.

All tapes, written information and computer disks have been kept in a locked

cabinet in my house. I am the only one who has had access to the key. All records are to

be destroyed - by shredding the paper and physically destroying electronic media - when

this thesis is accepted.

3.5. Data Analysis

Hoshmand (1989) and Bogdan and Taylor (1984) indicate that in grounded theory

the data analysis starts when data collection begins. It involves a constant process of

categorizing, sorting, resofting, coding and recoding of data. As the researcher keeps

going back to the data, new categories emerge as the perspectives change. The

interrelationships between categories are analyzed until the researcher finds the core

categories which relate to all categories. This is the heart of the integration process

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

For this study I conducted the interviews in Vietnamese so that the respondents

could express themselves more easily. I transcribed the data and organizedthem into

themes in vietnamese, followed by translation of the themes into English.
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3.5.1. Establishing an Initial Framework

I analyzed my data by the method of Coleman and Unrau (1996). My approach

was to look at the small units and identify their similarities and differences. Then I sorted,

organized and fitted them together in patterns and themes. The following was my initial

framework, consisting of four major steps.

1. Step One: Preparing my data in transcript form

I recorded the words spoken by each participant during the interview on tapes and

made written notes when no recording was made. I also made comments in my field

notes to describe non-verbal interaction, such as pausing and laughing. The f,reld notes

also included my reactions and ideas throughout the interview, as well as the relationship

between the participants and myself.

I transcribed the participant's words verbatim and I indicated pauses, laughs,

nervous moments and excitement. I also made notes on the context of the responses. I

used standard size paper with left and right margins of two inches for making notes,

codes and line numbering. Numbering each line made it easier to organize the data.

Coding helps to keep the researcher close to the data, which must be studied in

order to build the analysis (Charmaz,1990). Glaser (1978) states that line-by-line coding

is the naming of each line of data. Thomas (1993) points out that the researcher may see

new interpretations in familiar data. Through line-by-line coding, the researcher

understands the material rather than seeing it as a descriptive exercise. For example, a

short statement may address several points and it can be used in several categories.
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2. Step Two: Establish a plan for data anall¡sis

I developed rules to ensure what types of information fit together in a meaningful

way and how these should be coded and then consistently applied the rules to all units of

data. For example, any unit related to children I put into the category of raising children.

If a comment stood alone I put it in the miscellaneous file and tried to fit it into a related

category if I could. When I began categorizing my data I had questions and ideas about

the data and I made notes about that as well as my personal reactions to my interview.

3. Step Three: coding the data

A. first-level coding

After I transcribed my data, I did the first-level coding. At this level i identified

characteristics of the data which were evident in the text. i identified meaning units and

fit them into categories which I coded. An example is given below.

To identify meaning units, I made decisions about what pieces of data fit together,

and I treated meaning units as tentative and subject to change. To identify categories, I

considered which meaning units fit together into categories. Categories should be logical

and describe the data they represent. The categories emerged from the questions I asked

or reflected critical events in the participant's stories.

The method of constant comparison guided the categorizationprocess. It began

after the meaning units had been identihed. Each unit was classified as either similar or

different from other units. If two meaning units possessed similar qualities I placed them

in the same category and recorded that in my journal. To assign a code to a category I

gave it a letter and a color which I displayed in the right margin of the transcribed text. I

completed the fìrst-level coding after I had reviewed all the categories to see how the

units fit with each category and no new categories emerged as described by Coleman and
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Unrau (1996). For example, the comment, "sometimes I asked the children to suggest

their own punishments such as being grounded, no TV time or no computer time", fit the

category identified as raising children and I coded it R CH in red..

B. Second -level coding

The next step was second-level coding. It was more abstract and involved

interpreting what the first-level categorizes. Berg (1989) suggests that researchers need at

least three independent examples to support any interpretation. I put together the

meaning units that fit within each category by arranging and rearranging it. I then

compared and contrasted the categories themselves in order to discover the relationships

between them. At this point, I integrated the categories into themes and sub themes

based on their characteristics. Once a theme was identified, I developed a code for it in

the same manner as I coded categories, which was described in Figure 1.

4. Step Four: Interpreting data

I used a diagram to identify relationships that emerged between the major themes

and the overall nature of the data. Miles and Huberman (1984) suggest drawing a cluster

diagram which shows how themes may relate to one another by drawing and labeling

circles for each theme and arranging them in relation to each other (Figure 1). The three

central themes and their sub-themes are discussed in chapter Four.

3.5.2. Issues of Trusfworthiness

In qualitative research, the key issue is trustworthiness. A trustworthy study is

one that is carried out fairly and ethically with findings that represent as closely as
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possible the experiences of the respondents. "Trustworthiness is not a matter of blind

faith, but must be earned by rigorous scholarship" (Padgett, 1998, p. 92).

Trustworthiness in my research was obtained by thoroughly documenting the

process, the content of my findings and journaling my thoughts and feelings after each

interview. I made notes about any areathat I wanted to explore, possible probes that i

could incorporate into the next interview and the themes and sub-themes that emerged.

After finishing my analysis I had some sessions to share my f,rndings with the participants

and I asked for their confirmation or disagreement. See section 3.5.4, Member Check,

below.

3.5.3. Memo Writing

"Memo writing is the intermediate step between coding and the first draft of your

completed analysis" (Charmaz,200l,fia\. Glaser and Strauss (1967) state that

grounded theory methods are intended to discover and def,ine research processes.

Researchers look for patterns in even a single case. They use participants' stories to

explain points by writing memos from the raw data to advance ideas from the time data is

obtained. Becker (1986) points out that memo writing is an exercise in exploring ideas

about proposed categories, she also describes it as free writing or prewriting.

Active memo writing from the very beginning enabled me to def,rne how various

categories were joined in an overall process, as suggested by Charmaz (ZO0I). Memo

writing helped me to look at my coding as an investigative procedure rather than as a

means to sort the pieces. Verbatim material brought into my memos from different

sources helped me make precise comparisons.
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To help write memos, I looked for the codes that I had used repeatedly in my

codes that emerged from earlier data collection (Charmaz,2007). Memo writing

consisted of taking my categories apart by breaking them into their components. I

identihed a category's characteristics, looked for its underlying assumptions, and showed

how and when the category developed and changed. This process helped me to clarify

major and minor categories. I used memo-writing to make comparisons in a process that

Glaser and Strauss (1967) refer to as constant comparative method. For example, when I

put together the communication category there were two codes, "saving face" and

"knowing one another", that I was unsure of where they belonged. I checked with my

memos and realized they should go to the conflict resolution category.

After completing the categories and themes, I confirmed them through the memos

that I had written about them and I then wrote the first draft of my paper as suggested by

Becker (1986), Richardson (1990) and Wolcott (1990).

3.5.4. Member check

I contacted the participants to discuss my findings with them. They suggested that

both husband and wife should meet with me in the member check sessions. I met two
i

couples in person in Winnipeg ãnd I talked to the other two couples on the phone because

they had moved out of the province. In these meetings, I presented no individual data, but

the overall findings. They confirmed my interpretation of their interviews and I will

discuss this in the section on feedback from participants.
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3.6. Summary of the Methodology

For my research study, I used the qualitative approach. I chose this approach

because I wanted to understand what marital satisfaction means to the participants and

what they have done to achieve it. Qualitative research is an appropriate approach to

gather information from Vietnamese couples about the factors that contribute to the

satisfaction in their long-term marriage. Qualitative methods of data collection and

analysis were utilized. In-person, one-on-one interviews were conducted. The

participation criteria and the prepared open-ended questions are listed. I have discussed

ethical consideration such as benefits and risks to participants and how to handle them.

Other ethical considerations included information about the study for the potential

participants, the requirement of the consent forms, confidentiality, and participants'

rights. Data analysis included the approach, transcribing and coding, areas of exploration

and emerging themes, and memo writing. Issues of trustworthiness, recruiting and the

research limitations are discussed.

3.7. Limitations of the Study

Fontana and Frey (1994, p. 367) state that,

Because the goal of unstructured interviewing is understanding, it becomes

paramount for the researcher to establish rapport. The interviewer must be

able to put herself or himself in the role of the respondents and attempt to see

the situation from their perspective, rather than impose the world of academia

and preconceptions upon them.
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From this perspective, I feel confident I have understood the participants because

I have the same cultural background, speak the same language and share experiences

similar to other Vietnamese immigrants. However, I have not used my own experiences

as a married woman in a long-term marriage to "go native" as described by Fontana and

Ftey (1994, p. 367). My awareness of this trap prevented me from falling into it.

In my work experience at the Immigrant Women's Counseling Services and in my

own life experience I f,rnd that the Vietnamese men do not talk much to other women.

Since I am a Vietnamese woman, I anticipated that this trait might affect the interviews to

some extent' To overcome this limitation, I asked for information from the men in a

manner different from how I questioned the womefl, e.g. I used more examples and gave

them more time to respond to my questions.
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CHAPTER FOUR. Findings and Discussion:

Key Factors Contributing to Vietnamese

Satisfactory Long-term Marriages

in this chapter I will describe my study sample and their demographics and the

factors that contributed to their long-term marriages.

4.1. Characteristics of the Sample

The participants in this study were in many ways a diverse group in age, job,

number of children and their ages. They ranged in age range from 50 to 70. Two

couples were 50 to 60 years old and two were 60 to 70 years old. Two couples were 15

years older than the other two. All were married in Vietnam 20 to 40 years ago and all are

in their first marriage. Two of the couples had 2 children, one couple had 3 and one had 4

children. All left Vietnam between 20 and,30 years prior to the interview.

However, they also had similarities partly because I used the purposive, snow-ball

sampling method. Vietnamese was their f,rrst language and all were of middle-class

background in Vietnam. Seven of eight the participants were Buddhist, three couples

know each other because they attended the same Temple. All four couples tended to have

more advanced English language skills than others in the Vietnamese community of

Manitoba suggesting that they may be better integrated into the Canadian culture than

other local Vietnamese.
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Two women who volunteered for this study remained in their marriage for

reasons other than the satisfaction of their marriage, e.g. their children. I did not include

these couples because they did not meet the participation requirements.

4.2. Demographic Data

At the outset of the interview with each person I collected demographic data.

This was done independently with both spouses. That information helped me to get a

better picture of the sample and build rapport with the participants. They were all from

Manitoba.

Two husbands had university degrees and the other two finished high school plus

other training. Two wives had university degrees and the other two finished high school.

In Vietnam three of the four husbands were in the military and one was a teacher. Three

of the four wives managed a small business at home and one worked in a government

office. In Canada, two husbands had occupations as managers two were factory workers.

Two wives were nurses and the other fwo were factory workers.

4.3. Areas of E xploration and the Emergence of Themes

As I interviewed the Vietnamese couples about the areas related to my research, many

themes and sub themes emerged (Ely, Anzul, Friedman, Garner, McCormack-Sterunetz

1991). Each of the themes and related sub themes are listed in Table I and the discussion

follows. Some of the husbands' comments have been edited for greater confidentiality.
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Table 1. Thematic Summary of findings

Main Theme Sub Themes

The cultural elements that contribute
to long-term marital satisfaction

- Marriage is Forever
- Children are the center of maniage

- Maintaining Tradition
-Harmony

Couples adjustment to changes after the
immigration process

-Employment and Racial discrimination
-Gender Roles

-Adjustment in parenting
-Conflict Resolution

-Communication and Decision Makins

Other factors that contribute to
Vietnamese long-term marital

Satisfaction

-Mutual Acceptance
-Intimacy and Sexual Relationship

-Friendship and Laughter
-Commitment
-Community

-Relieion

In my discussion of the findings I referred to the participants as the couple or as

the wife and the husband.

4.4. The Cultural Elements that Contribute to Long-Term

Marital Satisfaction

In this section I will discuss the cultural elements that contribute to the marital

satisfaction, how the couples view their marriage and how they have worked to maintain

it. I will discuss children as the center of their marriage, how they maintain their family

traditions and finally how harmony was considered a factor that contributes to marital

satisfaction.
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4.4.1. Marriage is Forever

Sporakowski and Hughston (1978), Roberts (1979), Weishaus and Field (1988),

and Robinson and Blanton (1993) found that the sense of marital permanence was an

important factor in successful long term marriages, Amato and his associates (2003)

indicate that the more people believe in marital permanence the more they invest in

efforts to find solutions for marital problems. My research findings confirm those of

Amato: my informants believe marriage is forever. They have settled their differences so

that their marriages could be satisfying and long- term.

One husband pointed out,

When I married my wtfe, I intended to live with her for the rest of my life. Now,

after more than twenty yeors, with ups and downs in life we are sttll happy

together.

One wife added,

Ilhatever happens, I will keep this marriage for the rest of my life and make it

work nicely.

The couple respondents expected a marriage to be a combination of happiness,

complications, challenges, changes and a lot of hard work. They understood the

responsibilities, duties, obligations and benefits of marriage and all trusted that their

spouse would have the same values.

The Vietnamese couples in this study hold strongly to a belief that divorce was

never an option because the couples viewed marriage as everlasting. Rutledge (1992)

indicates that divorce was not accepted by the couples who were married in Vietnam,

because a divorce would destroy their immediate and extended families as well as their
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children's reputation. With that belief, the couples in this study were faithful to each

other and worked hard to solve conflicts to keep harmony in the family.

One wife pointed out,

My father told me I am responsible for family unit, [pauseJ I believe I can keep

this maruiagefor the rest of my life as long as there is no violence in our home.

One husband commented,

Marriage is a very important aspect of my life; I have no doubt that we can keep

this for good [pause] even though there is a lot of temptation where I work.

In general the Vietnamese avoid doing things that cause shame and

embarrassment because they do not want to lose the respect of other people (Pfeifer,

1999). Two wives indicated that no one in their families had divorced over the last

several generations. The family was the foundation of Vietnamese people's lives.

Breaking up the family would have detrimental and irreversible effects for all family

members (Jamieson, 1993). Keeping family together is among the highest priorities in

the Vietnamese culture. Separation or divorce will cause much shame to married partners

and their families. The couples believe marriage is forever, so they have tried their best

to work out their differences, to sacrifice themselves for their family, to make

adjustments to be faithful to their spouses, to trust their spouses, and to be role models for

their cl-rildren. All respondents indicated that their efforts were worthwhile because they

are satisfied and content with their marriages.

One wife expressed,

From time to tinte my husband goes back to Vietnam for business. My f.iends told

me that a lot of women would do anything to get a Vietnamese Canadian man so
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they can come to Canada. I told them that I trust my husband and that he would

never do anything to hurt my family.

A husband shared,

ll'hen my wfe went back to school for a new cereer, my friends often said my wfe

will leave me for a better man, but I know my wfe. She would never look at

anolhet'man.

Being faithful and trusting their spouse was an important factor of their marital

satisfaction. Three husbands expressed that they appreciated their wives for being faithful

to them. When the communists took over South Vietnam, these three men, of the four

interviewed, spent years in concentration camps for their involvement with the

democracy regime. The three wives involved went through financial hardship and family

problems. At the same time they had to take care of the children and visit their husbands

at the camps. These wives also had to provide food and necessities for their husbands

when they were in the camps. They also had to deal with the attraction of other men, who

loved them, wanted to marry them and promised to provide them with a better material

life. However, they refused and waited for their husbands to return.

One husband pointed out,

I know we can overcome any kind of challenge together because I am a faithful

husband and my wife is very committed to our family. llhile I was in the

concentration camp, I knew a couple offi iends - who were doctors - that asked

my wife to maruy them. My wife turned thent down and stopped beingfriends with

them.

A second husband remarked,
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I have a lot of love and respect for my wtfe [pauseJ. She sacrificed her adult life

for our family. For the ten years that I was in a concentration camp, she faced

many challenges by herself and overcame them. I lçtow we will be together for the

rest of our lives.

The couples realized that life in Canada is very different from life in Vietnam. To

maintain satisfaction in their marriage, they were willing to adjust to the changes required

and make the best of the new situation. These couples helped each other adjust to the

new environment and worked together to overcome challenges in daily life as well as in

larger matters. Similar to findings by Matsuoka(1979) and Rutledge (1992) I found that

they put their families first and thus created and maintained satisfaction in their

relationships and helped to keep their marriage intact.

One husband shared,

It was not easy to beconte who we are now. Both of us went through so many

dfficulties; we learnedfrom each other, family andfriends how to handle the new

life in Canada. Now we know it's worth it.

One wife indicated,

To be satisfied in my marriage for almost thirty years is thanlrs to my husband. He

always puts our family first. He has kept his promises that we will make our

maruiage work and never gave up on us.

4.4.2. Children are the Center of Marriage

Children are very important in the Vietnamese family; raising them to be the best

citizens they can be is crucial to the parent's values. It was also one of the key factors
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contributing to the respondent marital satisfaction. The couples in this study mentioned

that they made a number of sacrifices to benefit their children. When these couples

decided to have children, they both made a vow to raise them to the best of their abilities.

To them, raising children included being involved in the children's activities as well as

changing their own social life to have quality time with them. These couples believe that

children are in need of role models rather than critics, and they guided them to be

upstanding citizens and to abide by their words and actions.

One wife indicated,

There was a time that my husband had to work double shifts to support the three

of us in school. Now my children go to school and work part time and join the

sport program at school. They are hard-working like their father.

Another wife added,

Our children see us work hard to provide a good lfe for them so they follow ottr

lead and become hard workers.

One wife said

I have to monitor my behavior because I know that my children are watching and

listening. I became a better person and it helps to maintain satisfaction in our

marriage.

One husband said,

I was so proud when my son said he wanted to be líke me when he got older.

For the benefit of the children, the participants were willing to put up with

difhculties in the workplace. Three husbands had high positions in the Vietnamese

military and never had to work with their hands or take orders from anyone. In Canada,

for the first time, they had to do manual work at two jobs due to family f,rnances. All
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worked hard to maintain their jobs, getting along with co-workers and advancing in their

jobs.

One husband commented,

I survived all kinds of dfficulties at work because of my children.

Another husband commented,

When you commit to your family you will get through any obstacle.

One husband pointed out,

lï¡e had dfficult times when we first came to Canada. l4te faced all kinds of

problems including lack of employment opportunfties, but by thinking of our

children we kept going

Traditionally, fathers were not included in child care. Being involved with the

children's activities shows that the children are at the centre of the marriage. One wife

said that when she went back to school full time while also being responsible for her

family and her children's activities after school, she became sick with depression and had

a hard time dealing with her daily life. She asked her husband to help out and he agreed

without hesitation. He spent time with the children in their activities and encouraged

them to do their homework. The wife indicated that this was a turning point in her life

and also helped to maintain her marital satisfaction.

As she recounted,

He is a good man. He wqs willing to take over some of my responsibility with the

children and continued doing themfaithfully.

Her husband commented on this,

I could see my wife had so much on her plate. So I had to help out.
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Three out of the four couples in the study changed their social life and took up

outdoor activities with their children such as tobogganing, biking, fishing and camping.

Thus, they could spend as much quality time together as possible.

Being a responsible father and husband builds a healthy family, thus contributing

to marital satisfaction for these couples. One husband shared that when they were first

married, he often went out with his friends and lived life like a single man. When they

had their first daughter, he stayed home more often doing family activities such as

reading to her, doing chores together, going out to movies, and watching television

together to help family bonding. This resulted in a happier family. His wife trusts and

loves him more for the improvement in his behavior.

He describes it as a positive feedback cycle

The more I act like a responsible husband, the more love and respect I get from

my wfe and children.

On this issue, his wife commented,

I am so glad that when we hød our first daughter; my husband changed

significantly fpause]. He paid us more and more attention [YahJ He knows

raising good children is one of the most important goals for us and we have to be

responsible parents for our children.

Three fathers quit smoking when they became responsible for raising children,

These husbands quit drinking with their friends, stopped going to the casino and learned

to be good fathers for their children.

One husband noted,

For years I enjoyed smoking and going to the casino (only once in a while)

[pauseJ. Then we had children so I had to stop smoking and stop spending time at
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the casino withfriends. My wtfe and I argued less, we saved money, and I started

tofeel good about myself. We changed our lives aroundfor the better because of

our children.

In the interviews all the couples pointed out that they had been through a lot of

changes and have made many of adjustments to the new environment in order to achieve

marital satisfaction.

4.4.3. Maintaining Tradition

Kibria (1993) found that the Vietnamese women struggled to reconcile and

incorporate their new situation in the framework of Vietnamese family tradition. All the

wives in this study expressed that, compared to life in Vietnam, they have more rights as

human beings in Canada. However, for the most part they did not use their greater

equality to reconstruct family life to a more egalitarian lifestyle because they did not want

to threaten the traditional family system. As Pfeifer found (Igg9),these Vietnamese

women valued the ethic of collectivism and cooperation that bound the Vietnamese men,

women and children in the family.

One wife commented

I am a Vietnamese wtfe for the rest of my life. I ant gratefut to have rights in

Canada but that won't change much in our family because I want to please my

husband and that makes our marriage last long.

Another wife pointed out

...some family traditions are good, we need to prqctice and pass them on to our

children...
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A second wife added,

I want to continue ntanaging family finance .. . lle need to help our relatives in

Vietnam so I want to keep that part of the traditional role.

The wives made changes up to the point that they felt comfortable but stopped

when they felt it threatened the family harmony.

One wife shared,

Last year I wanted to go to Germany to visit afriend by myself as my Canadtan

co-workers have done, but my husband said no. He withdrew and we didn't talk

for a couple of days, then I knew it was time to stop pushing it.

A second wife added,

Trqditionally, as a wife, you need to save face for your husband. Just don't let

your ego get in the way. I have to treat him as the head of the family.

Traditionally, Vietnamese males are obligated to support family members

financially. The participating husbands sent money back home to their parents, brothers,

sisters and other relatives any time their family was in need of money for such events like

illness, weddings, doing business. Mace (i982), Mackey and O'Brien (1995) indicated

that financial disagreement is one of the major causes for people splitting up their

relationships. Sending money to support their extended family in Vietnam was common

in the Vietnamese community and was a cause of conflict for many couples. However,

the couples in this study expressed that they rarely argued over money. When the

husbands wanted to send money to their families in Vietnam, they worked overtime or

found apart time job on the weekend to earn that money. In return, their wives could

spend that amount as they wished to the extent that they could afford both expenses.

One wife said,
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My husband has obligations to take care of our relatives especially f they are in

need. My husband has to send money to help his Vietnamese family, and I support

lhøt. So when he sends money to Vietnam, I send the same amounl to my relatives.

Another wife added,

When my husband sends money to Vietnam, we ttse the same amount for vacation

and buying household items.

Preserving family tradition also helps to achieve the couple's goals of moving into

middle-class Canadian society. The participating couples expressed that in Vietnam they

had lived a middle class lifestyle and their children enjoyed the resulting prosperity.

They were secure in their economic and social status and their children had access to

formal education. In Canada, they wanted to regain the middle class life and one of the

ways was through the children's education. Kibria (1993) found a similar desire to move

back into the middle class. Each of the spouses in the study worked two or three jobs for

years to ensure the children had enough money for schooling. However, they also set

aside time to be with their children in things like doing chores together, taking small

vacations at the beach, park or camp ground.

One wife shared,

We want our children to have a good life and good opportunity here like we had

lived in middle class Vietnam. So we worked very hard to provide for them.

Another wife added,

Only through education can my children move to middle class life, so we make

sure they can become successful in school.
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4.4.4. Harmony

All couples in my study indicated that harmony is one of the teachings of

Confucianism, a philosophy which is the foundation of Vietnamese ways and thinking

(Rutledge, 1992). Creating harmony in their lives was a shared endeavor of the

Vietnamese couples and is a factor that contributed to their long-term marital satisfaction.

One husband pointed out

I learnedfrom my parents how to create harmony. Keeping peace in our family is

a must. It was done in my family of origin so I continued it into my family. By

putting the family benefit beþre our own, most things became easier.

One wife commented,

Harmony is very important in my maruiage. We intend on keeping it, so we all

woik hard to preserve the harmony. For example, I learnedfrom my mother to

fight only bigfights, and let go of the small ones. That way, I can handle most

matters and keep harmony in my environment.

Personal compatibility is one of the elements that contribute to marital success

(Winch, 1963,Lauer & Lauer, 1986). All the couples indicated that they are compatible

with their spouses and that creates harmony throughout their lives together. They also

want their children to live harmoniously when they leave home. They demonstrated

harmony by example in how they dealt with daily life at home, at work and all other a¡eas

of their lives.

One wife remarked,

It is not only for us to keep harmony in our family, but (also) we want our

children to practice it in their marriages. I often ask nty children to keep calm and
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think rwice before saying or doing something that could create conflict at home

[pauseJ. I learned this from my mother.

Trusting one another to spend money reasonably and purposely is another way to

keep harmony.

One wife indicated,

In the thirTy years we've been together, my husband never asl<s me about how I

spend money because he trusts me to be careful ofwhat I purchase.

A husband said,

I usually buy second hand equipment because it saves us money and the money is

wisely used os well.

Child rearing requires harmony. These couples stated that often the wife was

more lenient than the husband. On occasion mothers tried to protect their children

from the father's punishment or anger. However, the husband understood what

the wives were doing and accepted their wives as they were, so they did not let

the punishments get out of hand.

One husband noted that,

Very often my wfe listens to me and easily lets go of things, but when it comes to

the children's issues she puts her foot down [pause]. I know if I want peace in the

family I have to give in.

Another husband commented,

If there are matters related to our children, I often let my wife have her way so we

can have harmony.
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4.5. Couples' Adjustment to Changes after the Immigration

Process

For the Vietnamese, immigration was a long, hard process of adaptation that

varied from one individual to the other and depended on factors such as their economic

situations, education and stress due to the family's traditional values (Matsuoka,1979).

Immigrants were uprooted from their country and replanted in a new society with

different language, culture, belief, family structure, weather, legal and social systems.

The process created conflicts, such as changes in employment, family values and gender

roles (e.g. the husband's involvement in housework), as well as intergenerational

conflicts (Kibria, 1 993; Rutledge, 1992).

In this section I will discuss: employment and racial discrimination, gender roles,

household division of labor and the effect of the husband being involved in household

chores, adjustments in parenting, conflict resolution, communication and decision

making.

4.5.1. Employment and Racial Discrimination

The participating couples stated that they faced discrimination in the work place

as well as in the larger society because of their Asian look, broken English, and little

knowledge of Canadian systems. Herberg (1988) mentions that immigrants are treated

differently than non-immigrants in relation to their gender, race and age, and this

treatment is related to how well they adjust to Canadian society. Three out of four
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husbands in the study noted that for a long time they did not have a sense of belonging to

Canada because they suffered racial discrimination in many areas of their lives.

Similar to Kibria's study (1993), three of the four husbands in this study indicated

that immigration to Canada had resulted in huge losses for them. In Vietnam, these

husbands had been in middle class occupations, giving them privileges in dealing with

social institutions and government. In Canada, they lost their social and economic status.

They felt a sense of alienation from Canadian social institutions and felt that Canadian

people looked down on them because of their Asian look and lack of knowledge of

Canadian culture.

One husband pointed out,

I don't like to deal with utility companies because they treat me as a nobody. One

guy told me to go home, learn English and then come back to him.

Another husband added,

At the doctor's ffice or hospital, I've received dffirent treatment. They did not

talk to me or explain what was going on with my health as they did with Canadian

people.

Henry and Ginzberg (1985) indicate that non-white people experience

discrimination in job hunting. Three out of four husbands expressed that although there

were many well paying jobs available, when they applied for many they were not hired

because of their look, and their accents.

One husband commented,

The interviewers always gave me very little time and I knew someone else would

gefthat job.

Another husband added,
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I could only get a job with minimum pay even though I work harder andwas ntore

quølified than my Canadian co-workers.

The third husband commented,

I wenr from job to job because I could not handle the unfair treatntent from my

supervisors. They put me down in front of other workers because I am non-white.

Herberg (1988) states that the feelings of cultural alienation and shock can stay

with immigrant people for years. Two out of four wives in the study expressed that they

suffered chronic stomach problems for years because of the treatment at work.

One wife noted

Lï/hat a dog- eat- dog place! I was discriminated against by the Canadian people

and other people in dffirent ethnic groups also.

Another wife added,

In the factory where I work, I am the only Vietnamese among six co-workers and

the supervisor of another ethnic group. These co-workers often got ove time and I

had to go home for lack of work.

Herberg (1988) notes that because immigrants have no Canadian experience, they

could not get jobs that they were accustomed to doing in Vietnam. Many professional

immigrants worked in garment factories or housekeeping or cleaning positions. These

people experienced occupational deflection. They had experience in their countries and

took courses at Red River College but were refused jobs because they did not have

Canadian experience.

One man expressed,

When we first came to Canada, I was very frustrated about finding a job. The

employers always asked me for my Canadian experience, but they never gave me
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a job. How could we get experience if we couldn't get a job? Without jobs, men

become nothtng. So I took any job that I could to support my family.

Another man added,

They did not recognize my degree from Vietnam; they advised me to go back to

university if I wanted to become a professional. As a husband and father, I have

to provide for my family so I took any job thqt was available and I ended up at ct

gornxent factory.

One wife noted

I was a teacher in Vietnam. In Canada I went to the University of Manitoba and

got a teaching degree, but I could not get ajob as a teacher.

The participants felt that the most important things in their lives were their

families and nurturing good children a goal for which they willingly sacrificed

themselves. When they immigrated to Canada, th¡ee husbands worked two jobs for the

first fifteen years, two wives worked two jobs for several years until they had serious

health problems, and the other two wives went to school and worked part time while

taking care of the family.

One husband said,

I have great respect for my wfe. When we first came to Canada with four small

children, we left our personal possessions in Vietnam. Along with that, we lost our

fame, money, and our comfortable life. In Canada, people recommended that we

get welfare. Both of us discussed that and decided to stay on our own two feet. In

order to do that, my wfe had to work two jobs and tqke care of the children while

I was working overtime. For thefirst couple of years, I hardly sav, her sleep or
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rest. Then she got sick, close to death, so that I stopped her and now she worl<s

only one job.

When they arrived in Canada, many immigrants did not speak English and had a

hard time finding as good a job as they had in Vietnam. Very often, they did manual

labor and received low pay for their efforts.

As one husband commented,

I was in a position of authority in Vietnam. I gave orders to people, but in

Canada I worked in a shipping department and took orders from everyone there.

That was the most dfficult period of my life, but I have afamily to take care o., I

have to work...

In the interview the couples pointed out that they worked hard for the benefit of

their families and now they are pleased with the results of their efforts as well as their

marriage.

4.5.2. Gender Roles

In Vietnam gender roles are very clear and f,rxed. Men have their roles and women

have theirs in the family.

4.5.2.1. \iloman's Role

For years, the Vietnamese wives were trained that their role was to keep the

family united by giving in to their husbands, so that giving in became second nature to

them. This ability helped their maniage last long (Kaslow & Hammerschmidt, 1992).
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Immigrating to Canada changed the women's roles substantially. For the Vietnamese

couples that I studied, it was the women who were the caretakers, taking care of family

members physically, mentally, and spiritually, doing most of the housework and also

working outside of the house. The wives were also the liaison between the family and the

outside systems, including school and health care as was also found by Gordon (1990).

These wives felt they had to be on top of everything all the time. After they anived in

Canadathey prepared themselves to experience the new environment, its laws, its new

values and its beliefs. They were willing and open to learning new things, building

kinship with friends in the community,

The wives in this study also learned and put into practice the lifestyle that they

learned from Canadian friends, such as two way communication between husbands and

wives, and between parents and children. They slowly involved their husbands in

household chores. They decided on what family traditions to keep and what needed to

change in order for their family to integrate smoothly into the new environment. The

wives mentioned that they did not discuss changing their lifestyle with their husbands but

they created and took advantage ofopportunities for change.

The wives pointed out that at first there was frustration and disappointment

because of the slow changes on their husbands' part. However, the couples were willing

to practice harmony, mutual acceptance and to sacrifice themselves for the family so they

could finally overcome all the challenges.
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4.5.2.2. Husband'sRole

In Vietnam, most of the couples in the study lived a middle-class lifestyle in

which the husbands worked outside the home and were the providers, while the wives

took care of family members and worked inside the house. That was also found by

Grasmuck & Pessar, (i991). The husbands in the study stated that in Vietnam they had

power over their wives and children because they had power in the social and economic

institutions of South Vietnam. Their wives remained subservient to them and their

children depended on the father's economic and social resources for their success in life.

After immigration everything changed. The husbands were no longer the primary

bread-winner in the households and the authority of fathers over the children was reduced

by their loss of economic resources. The hierarchical Confucian way of life in which

women were subordinate to men was being altered by the conditions of life in Canada.

Deutsch (1987) points out that due to the job opportunities that women and their adult

children experienced in Canada, there is a growing freedom from the patriarchal tradition.

The women in the study commented that they and their children got jobs much more

easily than their husband and that encouraged them to have more say in what happens to

their life and family.

One husband commented:

In Vietnam I made the money, my wfe and children depended on me. I was the

head of the fantily. In Canada, we all have to workfor fantily needs. They can

earn money and not depend on me. They look at me dffirently and do not respect

me as before.

A man whose wife worked outside the home and contributed to the family

finances was asked or was assumed to be responsible for some household chores
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(Ishisaka, 1997). Many Vietnamese men slowly adjusted to these changed expectations

and family tasks such as grocery shopping, cooking, cleaning and taking the children to

activities after school came to be done by the parent who was available (Rutledge, 1992).

4.5.2.3. Household Division of Labor

All couples said that the household division of labor changed after immigration.

Before that, the traditional Vietnamese household was often composed of multiple

generations with the household chores being shared among wives and girls (Kibria,

r9e3).

One wife indicated,

When we first got married, I did all the housework as I was trained to do by my

ntother. At the sante time I helped him out tryith his family business. Just like my

molher.

Another wife added,

In Vietnam my husband never did anything in the house because that was a

woman's job. I got help from other women in the family to do household chores.

My husband dealt with things outside of the home [pauseJ. That was his

responsibility.

During the long war that the Vietnamese experienced, many women worked, did

the housework and made decisions by themselves (Gold, 1992). After migrating to

Canada, many Vietnamese wives continued to work outside the home for the family's

financial stability (Caplan, et a|,1989 Finnan & Cooperstein, 1983; Gold, 1992). When

both husband and wife work outside the home it is important to share the household labor
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(Kluwer, Heesink & Van de Vlient, 1991). Bader (1900) indicates that the household

chores are the most heated issues between spouses. However, the participating couples

expressed that if they wanted to build their marriage in a satisfactory manner they would

have to adjust so that family life could be as smooth as possible.

One husband indicated,

When a womon goes to t'vork to make money, a man needs to help out with the

housework. I think that is fair.

Another husband pointed out,

Involvement in household chores is crucialfor our long-lasting marriage. It

improved our relationship and made it stronger.

The participating husbands felt that because they were physically stronger, they

could get more work done so their wives could have a break. Most husbands pointed out

that sharing household chores with their wives was a must in building a lasting, healthy

relationship. The couples interviewed indicated that the changes were necessary for the

maintenance of marital satisfaction.

A husband commented,

llhile my wfe prepares dinner, I clean up the house. After v,e are done eating, we

clean up together.

Another husband added,

If you say you care, then prove it [pauseJ. I show it by doing laundry ...

Although these wives expected their husbands to help out with the housework,

they stiil considered it as primarily their responsibility. The fîndings are similar to those

found by Rutledge (1992).

One wife pointed out,
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Even though I changed a lot, I am still a Vietnamese woman, who is responsible

for every chore in the house. I am grateful for every small help from my

husband's help, even a little.

Another wife added,

I still have to redo some of my husband's chores becøuse his ways are not that

good [pauseJ, but he was not trainedfor it [smileJ. So I just don't complain.

Another wife commented,

The household chores that we do depend on each individual's strengths and

abilities. I am happy if my husband only does the vacuuming.

One wife who came from a traditional family was solely responsible for all the

housework. It was shameful for her if her husband helped out with small chores. She did

all the cooking, cleaning, shopping, and driving children to their activities, and on top of

that she worked full-time in a factory where most of the workers were Vietnamese and

Chinese women.

She recounted

I was trained by my original family that the wife takes care offamily members. In

thefactorywhere Iworked, most of myfemale co-workers managedthe same

responsibilities. We complained about that but kept on doing the same thing day

øfter day.

When she changed her job and started to work with Canadian women and learned

a new way of life, she gradually changed her thinking about housework. She encouraged

her husband to participate with the housework. At the same time, her husband

recognized that other husbands were doing work in the house too. He learned to cook

simple dishes and set up the dinner when he came home before his wife. She reinforced
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the change of attitude in her husband by often thanking him, because she realized that

was the best way to encourage him to do more.

As she put it,

He deserves a lot of thanks for his thoughtfulness [yeahJ and alsofor his courage

because some of his friends teased himfor being 'girly'.

Her husband expressed his thoughts on this,

A couple of years after my wife changed her job, she said that our son needed to

learn how to clean and do other chores in the house. She said that we need to

train our boys when they are young by being role models for them on this matter.

I agreed, so I learned to cook and clean while my wife learned to let go of the

"womqn of the house " mentality. It was not easy at first but we kept on practicing

[smileJ. Now ir is normal to us.

At the time of the interview, the husbands did those household chores more

compatible with their skills and schedules.

4.5.2.4. The Effects of the Husband being Involved in Household chores

My findings agree with researchers who found that when husbands share and

participate in house-hold chores, their marriages are happier (Hochschild, 1989; Young,

1995). The wives in the study said they felt loved and appreciated when their husbands

helped with the housework, even if it was with a few chores. As a result of this behavior,

these wives were happier, showed more respect and gratefulness to their husbands, and it

helped to maintain their marital satisfaction.
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My experience working with Vietnamese couples who have troubles in their

marriage is that husbands who do household chores are emotionally healthier than

husbands who do not do household chores. This is similar to Gottman (I99I e,Igg4).

The husbands in this study also were proud to note that they adapted well to the new

environment. Besides working outside the home for the family income, they worked side

by side inside the house with their wives. They indicated they felt "whole", inside and

out.

Through involvement with housework, they understood the hard work that their

wives had to do and appreciated them more. Those feelings helped to build up their long-

term marital satisfaction as was also found by Gilford (1986). Most wives believed they

were lucky to have husbands that shared the housework with them.

One wife commented,

My husband goes with the flow and that is the best part of our relationship. He

helps with the dishes and I have more time to do other things...

AII the wives indicated that their relationship got better because their husbands

became involved with the housework. They felt appreciated, cared for, and loved.

One wife recounted,

The first time my husband did the dishes was on my son's birthday. I did not

expect thaT [hmmmJ and I felt so special.

On this occasion, her husband shared,

My wfe looked very tired and she was eight- months pregnant with my second

boy. I felt a need to help ou¡ so I did the dishes.
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One husband pointed out that because the women had a hard time managing both

the housework and the work outside the home, the husbands should help with the

housework.

He added,

Usually when a wÌfe worl<s too much, she gets upset easily and we may end up

arguing or fighting [hmmJ I want to have harmony in the home, so I help with

cooking and setting the tqble.

All wives said they were fortunate because most of their co-workers were

unhappy to shoulder all the housework alone.

The wives indicated that they understood the traditional role of the male and did

not expect very much help from their husbands. Therefore, they felt lucky and loved by

their husbands for involving themselves in household chores. The wives expressed their

appreciation to their husbands when they felt that the husbands had worked hard. They

also appreciated that the men respected their opinion.

One wife noted,

Sometimes I want to shout out that I am the luckiest womqn because my husband

helps with the household chores and listen to my opinions.

Another wife added,

He did the household chores and took care of my son so I could concentrate on

my school and I graduated with very high marks. That I will never forget.

The couples agreed that sharing the household chores is one of the ingredients that

makes their marriages lasting and satisfying.
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4.5.3. Adjustment in Parenting

The participating couples pointed out that their children were the most important

people in their relationships. Vietnamese culture places emphasis on achieving one's

identity through close relationships with the immediate and extended family. However,

the social disruption and separation of many Vietnamese families as a result of war and

subsequent migration caused the loss of significant family members and related traditions

(Matsuoka, 1979).

The adjustment to new values, new social systems and a new physical

environment had a different impact on the Vietnamese immigrants, dependent on their

age. Matsuoko (1979) points out that because adults have well-def,rned identities, they

have greater difficulty adjusting than young people. The younger Vietnamese individuals

had spent less time in Vietnam learning the culture and the values there, so it was easier

for them to forget what little they knew and to adapt to the new ways of life in Canada.

Many Vietnamese were traditionally trained that being silent was better than

talking too much, and Vietnamese communication was often of a high context

communication (Herberg, 1988). They often worked around the issues instead of

resolving them directly and saying what they actually meant, because they did not want

to cause others to feel uncomfortable. The Vietnamese desired to bring harmony to their

relations with others and responded to others in a way that would bring peace.

Traditionally, when a Vietnamese elder or authority figure talked, the youngster or

subordinate listened and did not ask questions or talk back because their opinions did not

mean anything to the elders (Herberg, 1988).
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The Vietnamese youth learned that Canadian society encourages people to speak

openly and say exactly what they mean, and that conversation is a two way exchange of

messages to which people listen when discussing each other's ideas. Hence, many

Vietnamese youths in Canada do not take orders as they would have in Vietnam

(Rutledge, 1992).

Furthermore, Vietnamese youth observed how informally Canadian youth treated

their elders, and they assumed this was the normal attitude and behaviour in Canada.

That created conflicts of moral values in the family (Montero, 1979; Rutle dge, 1992;

Yee,1979). Rutledge (1992) points out that for many Vietnamese youth, f,rlial piety of

Confucianism which provides the rationale for children to support the family financially,

was influenced by the Canadian individualism with the result that Vietnamese youth

refused to hand over their wages to their mothers.

When the Vietnamese couples in this study migrated to Canada, they faced all

kinds of challenges, not the least of which was raising children in a new culture. The

way they raised children in Vietnam often did not work in Canada and they felt frustrated

and confused. They felt that their values and beliefs were threatened. Most of the couples

tried to protect their values from being lost. They indicated that conflicts between them

and their children arose because the children were influenced by the greater freedom that

Canadian children have. Their children felt torn between two cultures and challenged

their parents' values and beliefs. These couples realizedthat their family was

experiencing change due to the new environment. They had to learn and to adjust their

ways of living - what could be taken from Canadian culture and blended with their

values - so they could effectively raise their children in Canada.

One wife pointed out,
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[le moved to a new country like Canada where so many things are dffirent from

how they were in Vietnam. We need to learn what values to keep and what to

change, so we can live and raise our children effectively.

Another husband commented,

It is impossible to apply the old Vietnamese way to raÌse our children here. At

first we tried and it did not work. so we learned and adjusted our way of

discipline, communication and things got better at home. Our children turned out

good and we are happy.

The couples stated that, at first, they raised their children according to their

traditional ways in which the father gave orders that were not open to discussion. Over

time, they had to adjust their ways of raising children to keep harmony in their home.

One husband commented,

To live here we have had to adjust so much especially in dealing with children. It

has been dfficult, but we want to have a satisfacroryfamity so we have to work on

it [pauseJ. It was worth it,..

One husband remarked,

To raise children here, where they have so mqny rights that they don't know what

to do with, is dfficult. We need to be ahead of the ganxe. I4/e spend time with our

children and discuss things, especially øbout their friends, with them. For

example, who they can be with and whqt kind offamily their friends come from.
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4.5.3.1. Wife as a Communication Filter

Through the interviews, I recognized that the wives adjusted to the new

environments more quickly than the men. They learned new things through attending

group meetings in the community and by talking with other women who had the same

experiences. They applied the new knowledge in daily life and became the

communication center of their families.

The Vietnamese couples shared that they came from a culture where the parents

could use physical force to discipline their children. However, that is not the case in

Canada. These wives learned new laws and shared that information with their husbands

so that their families would not have trouble with people in authority.

'When 
the participating couples first came to Canada, three out of four husbands

practiced the tradition of ordering wives and children around. That created a lot of

resentment between fathers and children. These wives often were the ones who tried to

smooth conflict in the families. They indicated that in time their husbands and children

learned to understand the different situation and to adjust their behavior to keep the peace

in the home. That helped to maintain their marital satisfaction.

One wife shared,

When we first came to Canada, my husband often ordered us around, as if we

were in vietnam. I was a "communicationfilter" between my husband and our

children.[pauseJ I explained to my children about Vietnamese tradition... I talked

with my husband about the child abuse law in Canada and troubles between

parents and children in my community. My husband changed substantially. Now

my husband and my chilù'en talk qnd listen to each other [smileJ. I am not a

"filter" anymore.
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Another wife added,

I always encourage my husband to talk to my children so they know what he

expects of them. The children are in Canada now; they are not as passive as we

were in Vietnam. They request explanations for everything [pauseJ. We need to

talk.

Vietnamese parents changed their behavior by giving fewer orders and more

explanations of their motivations. They listened to their children's opinions and became

less rigid in their expectations of their children's behavior.

One husband commented,

Life is full of challenges, especially raising children is Canada. lle have to face

challenges and deal with them in a constructÌve manner.

Another husband added,

Raising children in Canada is dffirent than in Vietnam. [YahJ we need to talk,

listen and discuss with them to find workable solutions. lVe can't be bossy with

them or'¡ue will lose them.

4.5.3.2. Changing Ways of Discipline

The old way of discipline, these couples said, was that when the children were

small and would do something wrong, the fathers would give them an intimidating look

to try and scare them into obedience or give punishments. The mothers just talked and

sometimes screamed at the children. On occasion, the mothers took the children's side

and argued against their husbands. In those situations, their children became confused

and did not know right from wrong and the parents would get frustrated and angry.
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One wife shared,

I was like my mother. When my children were young sometintes my husband got

upset with them about something and I coveredfor them; I wanted to protect my

childrenfrom my husband's harsh treatment [pauseJ. I lcnow that was not always

good, I tried to work on it ... it 's getting better . ..

Three out of four wives pointed out that after being in Canada for a number of

years, they learned parenting skills through parenting groups and through a group of

friends in the temple. They took the new information home, discussed it with their

husbands, and came up with appropriate ways to deal with their children's problems. The

parents would first discuss the problems between them and then explain to the children

what the consequences of their actions would be. This improved the situation because

the children understood clearly why they had been in trouble. They had to think about

the solutions and how to correct their behavior.

One wife noted,

Sometimes I asked the children to suggest their own punishment, such as being

grounded, no TV time or computer time.

The couples in the study expressed that traditionally Vietnamese parents would

tell their children what kind of profession they would pursue. For example, boys would

study engineering, medicine and law, while the girls would learn to be teachers or nurses.

In Canada, they learned to discuss with their children what profession they wanted to

follow and to what university they wanted to go. The children were much more receptive

to this new practice than the old traditional ways.

One wife remarked,
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It makes sense that everyone should be able to choose their profession, not the

fathers. Iï/e discussed our children's future with them and we supported their

choices and never regretted it. The children were happy about that as well. We

were all satisfied with it.

Another wife said,

when my son wanted to study at the university of roronto, he arranged

everything by himself and then he told us. Both of us were surprised and worried.

At the same time, I was proud of his determination and maturity [smileJ, just like

my husband. We supported him and after he graduated, he worked in a respected

company.

4.5.4. Confl ict Resolution

The literature suppotls the importance of a couple's ability to manage conflicts on

the basis of respect and tolerance (Weishaus and Field, 1988), compromise (Whitbourne

and Ebmeyer, i990) and communication (Robinson and Blanton, 1993). Having the same

values and beliefs helps the couples they understand each other on issues when there is

disagreement,

One husband indicated,

Savingface for a husband is a must to us. My wife knows it well. She has never

put me down infront of people. When she is upset, she won't talk to me and she

won't eat dÌ.nner. Then I have to recall what I have or have not done. If I ask her,

she will talk to me and u,e will talk about the problem and try to deal with it.

Knowing your spouse's temperantent is a key for problem-sorving.
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All the couples interviewed indicated that they hardly fight now compared to

when they first got married. Throughout their years together, they have learned through

trial and error to manage their conflicts. They developed conflict resolution strategies that

fi t their personalities.

One wife shared,

when we first got married, we fought a lot [pauseJ. If there v)as a disagreement, I

would talk a lot. My husband responded by turning into a piece of ice. Then we

had a cold war. Later on, I learnedfrom his mother that he only pays sttention

when people tqlk to him in a calm manner. So when I geT angry about something,

I go to a park and cry my eyes out. Then I go home and write him notes about how

I see the problems and also my solutions [pauseJ. It worl<s like magic. He witl tell

nte what he does want and if he is quiet I know he is all right with my opinions.

4.5.4.1. Knowing one another Helps to Manage Couple Conflict

Gottman (1993,1994) suggests that couples have to manage their differences in

ways that strengthen their relationships. Some husbands realizedthat disagreements were

opportunities to learn more about their spouse.

One husband indicated,

After we discuss a dffirence and come to an agreement, we ret it go.

They valued their spouse's ability to listen, forgive, forget, and accept. They all

indicated that those were the keys to conflict resolution strategies.

One husband cornmented,
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lï/e knov, what worl<s for us and we use it to our advantage. For example, when

my wtfe is in tears, I lcnow it is time to back ffi and I either stop talking or walk

away.

Another man added,

When my wfe starts to raise her voice, I just leave the room. I know that it is the

only way to avoid afight.

All of the couples agreed that managing conflicts was important in a marriage, as

found by Cheung (2005). A common opinion on conflict resolution was that they could

avoid many fights by accepting differences rather than challenging them.

One husband found it easier just to go down to the basement when his wife was

upset so she could reflect on the past events. After a period of time, he found that she

would always be the one to smooth things out so the conflict could be resolved.

On this matter the wife stated,

I am alv,ays the one yelling and screaming, but then I think about it and calm

down afterwards flaughJ. He knows mewell, he just let me do "my thing" and

then I will make peace again.

Two husbands indicated that when there was a conflict, they and their wives

would each go their own way and think about it. These couples practiced the old

Vietnamese saying: "Don't put gas into the fire".

One husband pointed out,

í4/e need time to cool off. I would rather be quiet than argue for everything.

Another husband added,

I cannol talk about my feelings as my wife does. So when the discussion heats up,

I just leave the room.
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One wife expressed,

My husband and I are like the sun and the moon. There are some issues that we

can discuss and there ore some issues that we cannot. There is no use for fightÌng.

One husband commented,

I know my wfe well. I would not discuss any issues about her original family

[pauseJ. I leave her to deql with them in her outn way.

His wife added on this subject,

My husband has a lot of power in our family, but he has no control over issues

that relate to my original family. I reminded him of that from time to time when

we first got married [pauseJ. He knew I meant it, so he listened.

For managing couple conflict, the participants learned and practiced their own

ways which worked for them. They set the boundaries to avoid further conflict.

4.5.4.2. 'Women Fight for Children Issues

Most wives believe that their husbands are the head of the family, but that does

not prevent them from participating in problem solving and having arguments with their

husbands around children's issues. These wives actively participated in family

discussions. They expressed their ideas and fought for the benefit of their children. This

finding agrees with research by Cheung (1999).

One wife commented,

I love my children the most and I am very close to them; I often listen to their

dreams and hopes. There were times that I stood up for my children, no matter

what. My son wanted to attend privste school qnd I knew that we could a rd it,
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but my husband wanted to use that money for business We fought hard and

finally he gave in.

Her husband pointed out on this topic,

My wfe has never wanted anything for herself, but for the children she hardly

ever gives up. Sometimes it was getting too much, but so far her wøys turned out

Ío be the best way. My children turned out to be successful adults.

When making decisions, the wives pointed out that if they cooperated with their

husbands they found that they received the same cooperation from them.

One wife commented,

l4/hen making decisions I only put myfool downfor things related to my children.

I let him have his way other times.

4.5.4.3. Husband feels \ilin-Win Situation, Wife Gives in

The wives had the ability to look at a disagreement from an outside perspective,

but maintained harmony by giving in. For the most part, the husband evaluated the

situation as a "win-win situation".

One wife said,

It is fine if I have to give in once in a while. That's for [he sake of our

relationship.

Three out of four wives suggested that their husbands were hot tempered and

tough, so that they needed to be soft and fluid. They had to hnd the right time to discuss

issues and when to give in for the sake of the family. This was also found by Rutledge

(tee2).
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One wife shared,

I know when he is upset; I just walk away and let him calm down. I wanted the

children to leørn how to deql with conflicts in a non violent way such as this.

One wife pointed out that she believed that the more they agreed on things, the

more peace they had in the family. She was concerned about their children's health and

education so she insisted on deciding what school the children should attend and what

kind of sports they should j oin. For the rest, she went along with her husband' s

decisions.

One wife pointed out,

[le have been closefriends since our childhood; we know each other's srrengths

and vveaknesses and also the buttons that will make us jump. We both come from

families that value harmony and loving kindness so it is easy for us to share our

lives together with søtisfaction. Once in a while we fight and usually we make it

up fast [pauseJ. My husband gets his way first, beþre he listens to nte.

Sometimes, they debated an issue many times before coming to a reasonable

decision. For instance, one family decided to buy a car. The wife believed that they had

the finances to buy a new car, while her husband thought that they should get a used one.

He insisted on buying an old royota, and, in time, the wife acquiesced.

One wife pointed out,

I want peace in the house, so when I feel the heat coming, I step back to let him

have the glory.

One couple practiced traditional family values with the wife yielding to the

arguments most of the time. For instance, she wanted to send her oldest daughter to
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vietnam for a summer vacation and, twice, she fought for that, but finally gave up

because it was not worth the trouble.

The wife recounted,

I talked with my husband about sending my daughter back home to see our

relatives and also to learn about our roots. It's timefor her to do that [pauseJ. My

husband was worried that she would not handle it well by herself [pauseJ. He

kept saying "NO" [pauseJ. When he decided, no one could change his mind.

She added,

BesÌdes, that was exactly whaÍ happened in my original family. l4/e listened to my

father and everything was fine. I put up with a lot of the things just like my

mother.

While the husband commented,

As husband and father, my responsibility is to make decisions [pauseJ. My *tfu

and children cnn give opinions too and I will listen if they are reasonable.

4.5.4.4. The wife initiates communication and Adjusts to the Husbands'

Temperament

Often the wives initiated the communication after acold war. They believed that

was their role to keep the family in harmony and united.

One wife said,

I can't stand the silence for long. Life is too short.

Another wife mentioned,

We can talk things out, why be quiet? [pauseJ That is my role as a peace keeper.
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A third wife explained,

If I don't start b talk, we mqy not talkfor weelæ. Most of the tìme, when you calnt

down, the argument becomes irrelevant.

Managing couple-conflict is a must for maintaining marital satisfaction. The

participating couples developed ways to deal with conflicts, from minor issues to

important issues. Since their children have grown up, the couples ask their adult children

to help resolve conflicts, which I will discuss next.

4.5.4.5. Adult children as consultants in Managing Marital conflict

The participating couples pointed out that, traditionally, unsolvable marital

conflict would only be solved by the intervention of the original families but these are not

available in Canada. They do not accept help from the government or outsiders for family

problems. in the absence of their original families, the participating couples now share

problems with their adult children and ask for their opinion on how to solve them, as was

also found by Cheung (1999). The couples believed that sharing their difficulties with

adult children benefited the whole family. They get their problems solved and the

children had an opportunity to learn different ways to manage couple conflict. That is

also one of the ways to keep the family intact.

One husband indicated,

I4/e never asked outsiders about our marital conflicts. For years, we dealt with it

through talking with our original family. Now in Canada we only have our adult

children to talk to.

One wife indicated,
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My children qre adult now. I believe they can leørn couples' negotiation and

compromise through us. I started to share with them some of the problems

between me and my husband. tï¡e discuss it. Then I tãlkwith my husband, and

sometimes we talk as afamily. My husband agrees that we should share our

problems among family memb ers.

Another wife commented,

My daughters and I are very close. One is married and the other has a boyfriend.

Sometimes I shared with them the struggles of my husband and me. They often see

the whole picture better than me, and they are willing to talk with my husband

about that. It worl<s well [pauseJ. My husband listens to them too. So in the end,

we came to an agreement much easier.

One husband expressed,

My children have good hearts. Now they live and work in dffirent provinces, but

they are still involved with us. Occasionally, I tell them about an issue between

me snd my wfe They listen and sometimes give us good opinions.

All couples in this study pointed out that by sharing marital conflicts with their

adult children they created more ways to negotiate and compromise with their spouse. It

also helped them to communicate openly and to be able to see different aspects of the

problems. These couples indicated that after discussing issues with their adult children,

they often arrived at workable solutions for both spouses.
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4.5.5. Communication and Decision Making

All participants expressed that in the beginning of their marriages they all

struggled with decision making. They carried the value of harmony from their original

family, and made adjustments in their lives so that their marriage went smoothly. This

was also found by Matsuoka, (1979). All couples shared that traditionally the husband

was the decision maker of the family and the wife was submissive to her husband. They

were trained that way when they were young, and they carried that tradition into their

adult life.

The husband of one couple shared that he was trained to be the breadwinner,

provider, and decision maker, so he automatically assumed that role in the marriage. He

made most of the decisions including major purchases and child-related matters, and his

wife agreed that was the husband's role. The wife came from a family in which the

husband made most decisions so she accepted that as his role.

The husband remarked,

As the man in the family I assume the role of head of the fømily [UhmmJ I decide

ntost of things that happen in the family after I consult with my wife, and I believe

she isfine with thar. [Uhm] I thinkwe are O.K.

The wife agreed on this issue, as she stated,

My husband is a fair man, I trust him to make decisions for this family because he

has proven himself through the years.

She indicated that her husband was a thoughtful man. He sometimes asked for her

opinions on family matters and tried to compromise when her opinions were different.

She pointed out,
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I trust him and his guidance [uhummJ. with a man like that, nothingwill go

wrong.

She continued to share,

Back honte, my father was the decision-maker [yeahJ. We just went along.

However, now in Canada my husband tall<s with me and consults me on different

issues and that makes me feel respected and important.

4.5.5.1. \ilife Learned from Canadian Friend to Participate in Decision Making

Canadian society places less social restrictions on women than Vietnamese

society does (Matsuoka, 1979). As Vietnamese women learned Canadian values while

sharing wage-earning responsibility with their husbands, they requested more voice in

family affairs and had more influence on the family decisions. Some wives challenged

their husbands' patriarchal status creating a change in family dynamics. The husbands

agreed that part of the more equal relationship was learned from Canadian friends and

Canadian society at large.

One husband said,

lï/e live in Canada; lI/e have to leqrn a lot of thingsfrom Canadians in order to

keep our relatÌonship working. when I wcts young, I couldfeel my mother's

frustration when she had to obey myfather all the time. I would not do that to my

wife. Besides, I don't want to take all the blame tf things don't go as expected.

One wife expressed,

I saw a lot of unfairness back home, where the man was the king in his family.

Everyone had to listen to him even though he was a lousyfather and husband. I
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would not accept a leader like that. So when I got married I fought for my right

and in Canada I have support in this battle.

4.5.5.2. Making Decisions in Areas of Responsibility

Roberts (1979), Robinson and Blanton (1993), Greeff (2000), Greeff and

Matherbe (2001) all suggest that open communication is an important factor in long-term

marital satisfaction. Most couples in this study confided in one another because they

believed that would help build a healthy and lasting relationship.

One husband commented,

[4/e plan to stay together for the rest of our lives so we must solve our dffirences

by open communication with one another...

Most wives indicated that in order to have marital satisfaction, the couples needed

to talk, listen, and discuss everything from everyday life to important issues. Because

they have lived in Canada for many years they have learned that a husband does not just

give orders but should also listen to his wife and children. Therefore, the wives learned to

give opinions and they requested that they be heard by their husbands.

Each of the spouses has different abilities, strengths, and talents to contribute to

make good decisions for the benefit of the whole family. Having lived together for many

years, they know themselves and their spouses well enough to know what they can and

can not do. However, for the most part, husbands and wives made decisions in their areas

of responsibility.

One wife commented,
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I often decide small things in the house. There is no need to discuss them with

him. I know what he likes and dislikes. He decides about electronic things which I

don't know any thing about. It ís O.Kfor both of us.

Burgess, Wallin and Schultz (1953) and Roberts (1979) place emphasis on "give

and take" and on cooperation in decision-making between spouses. Gottman (1994)

points out that reconciling the differences between couples increases the ability to love.

The couples indicated that, compared to their parents, they shared the decision making

more equally. As husband and wife they were teammates in life, working together and

sharing responsibilities and benefits equally.

one husband made the following comments regarding decision-making:

Together we can build a mountain. Myfather v,as the head of thefamity but my

mother made most of the decisions. I belÌeve we caty out a decision better when

we have input in that decision [YahJ That is why we need to discuss our decisions

together. [HumJ Sometimes I give in and other times my wrfe gives in provided

we discussed the issues together.

The participating couples practice harmony in decision-making. They worked

together to develop ways to make decisions as a couple. In the interview they indicated

that they were satisfied with their decision-making patterns as well as their marriages.

One husband remarked,

Now that we are in Canada, we have to share the power of decision making with

our wives if we want a long-lasting and satisfying matiage.
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4.6. Other Factors that Contribute to Vietnamese Long-Term

Marital Satisfaction

Mutual acceptance, intimacy and sexual relationship, friendship and laughter,

religion, commitment and community are other factors that contribute to the Vietnamese

couples' long-term marital satisfaction.

4.6,I. Mutual Accepta nce

Mutual acceptance was one of the key factors that contributes to satisfaction in

long lasting marriage, as found in the literature (see Chapter Two). All couples indicated

that by accepting one another, their relationship got stronger throughout the years. Some

husbands said that if they wanted to be respected for who they were, they needed to

accept their wives in the same way.

As one husband said,

I vtant to be who I am and that applies to my wife too.

Another husband added,

We (tre two individuals who have dffirent wants and needs. So when I accept

who my wife is, she is happier and therefore so am I. It goes both ways. That

keeps our relationship strong and healthy.

All couples pointed out that their years together have taught them acceptance of

each other, which includes compromise, flexibility and adaptability. Some wives shared

that from the beginning of their marriage, they opened their hearts and shared their

emotions and frustrations with their husbands but were upset when the sharing was not
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reciprocated. One wife expressed that she had sensed that something was bothering her

husband, but even after asking him many times, he responded only with silence. Later

on, the wives learned that if their husbands didn't want to talk about a problem, they just

had to accept it and move on with their lives.

One wife remarked,

Life is easier when we are flexible in our marciage [pauseJ. Knowing when to get

my way and when to let my husband have his way is crucial for our relationshìp.

Another wife added,

There is an old Vietnamese saying that when we are single, we open both eyes.

When we are married, we close one eye so we can maintain our long-lasting

marriage [pauseJ. I find that when I compromise with my husband I feel more

satisfied with our marriage.

The wives also voiced opinions similar to those of the husbands, that if they

wanted their marriage to be satisfying and lasting, they needed to accept their husbands

the way they were and work around their differences to cope with their lives. Sometimes,

they had to put up with things they did not want, but they also realized that their husband

had to do the same.

One wife stated,

I go along with his idea of buying a new car. It puts a lot of pressure on our

finances, but the new car is hts passion, and that was who he is.

A second wife stated,

Now patience is my husbands' strong point. He waits for me to get ready when

we leave the house. I take quite a long time Ío dress. Before, he often got upset

but now he knows and he just waits.
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She continued by sharing her meaning of acceptance,

I appreciated hís acceptance and learnedfrom it. [YahJ I accepted his fishing

hobby in the summer time. He was never home on the weekends and that is okay

wilh me now.

One wife recalled that, when they were first married, her husband often postponed

fixing broken things in the house until the problem became big and costly to repair. The

wife talked with him about that, but he has never seen things the way she saw them. She

finally gave up the idea of changing him. Things became easier around the house and

their relationship became more harmonious.

All couples expressed that mutual acceptance is a learned behavior that helps

couples build and sustain long-term satisfaction in their marriage. They shared that they

had to struggle to accept their spouses as they were, but they concluded that "lt's wofih

the effofi".

Next, I will discuss intimacy and sexual relationship as factors of the couple's

marital satisfaction.

4.6.2. Intimacy and Sexual Relationship

Intimacy is a positive aspect of strong, healthy, and satisfying couple relationships

(Harper & Elliot, 1988; Robinson & Blanton, 1993; Gottman, 1994). For the couples in

this study, intimacy for some was the family spending time together on camping trips,

sitting by the fire telling stories, barbequing, or playing tennis with other families. Others

in the study described it as couples getting together with some friends for dinner,

followed by karaoke in their basement, or sitting hand in hand watching television.
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One husband shared,

lï/e are close to one another, especiallywhenit is only the two of us at home. I

have time to pay alteníion ro my wife more. She has back problems so I massage

her every night so she can have a good sleep. In return, my wtfe gives me a kiss

on the cheek and says " l love you" in the morning when she leaves for work.

A wife commented,

Now all of my children are gone, my husband often gives me a hug when I do the

dishes. I feel his love without him saying anything.

One wife stated,

II/e create satisfaction in our marriage. For example, I ask my husband out to

ntovies, dinners and campingfor the two of us. I think he gets the idea, because

this year he planned our valentine dinner with champagne and candle tights.

Some couples indicated that the sexual relationship was not an important factor in

their marriage. Affection, trust, closeness, good communication and mutual respect were

more important. This finding agrees with the literature discussed in Chapter two. Most

of the couples indicated that private matters should stay in the bedroom and they

commented that canadian society promotes too much freedom of sex.

One husband recounted,

Ilhen my children were at home, we never showed any couple affecrion in front of

them, as we never expected to see that kind of behavior in our parents [pause]. In

canada my children can learn sexuality in school [pauseJ. How awful.

As one husband said,

In Canada, sexual behavior was everywhere we turned,. I just don't know how to

stop my childrenfront seeing that. That is not appropriate.
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Most of the wives believed that sex was a part of a marriage relationship. Two

wives accommodated their husband's sexual needs because they felt that that was their

duty as a wife. This was also found by Cheung (1999). These two wives pointed out that

they had needs different from their husbands' but neither could discuss these needs with

her husband.

One wife shared,

I never soy no to my husband even when I am tired and don't want to be þothered.

My mother told me that I have to please my husband and that was what I have

been doing.

A second wife added,

I always wait for my husband to make the first move. As a wife, I am not supposed

to go for if first, but sometimes I want to.

The situation was the same for some of the other husbands. They admitted that

they just guessed at their wives' sexual needs and wants and they tried to fulf,rll them, but

the subject was never discussed openly.

One husband pointed out,

Once in a while I ask my wife what she thinks about our sex life. She says nothing,

so I just leave it. I assume she is OK with it.

Sexual intimacy was diffrcult to discuss with the participants. They believed it is

important for their relationships, but felt that it was a private matter and felt quite

uncomfortable with the topic.
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4.6.3. Friendship and Laughter

The following is about friendship and laughter which are crucial for the

participant's marital satisfaction. Friendship between the spouses is an important factor of

marital satisfaction as cited by Lauer and Lauer (1986), Robinson and Blanton (1993),

All couples in the study indicate that they liked each other's company, support and

attention, and they made the effort to enjoy time together. The wives shared that through

the years together, their husbands became their best friend. Most of the husbands shared

the same positive opinions about having their wife as a friend.

One wife shared,

I feel luclqt that I can talk with my husband as a friend. He understands me like

one of my best friends in Vietnam.

A second wife added,

Sometimes I need a shoulder to cry on and my husband gives me just that. I

appreciate himfor his friendship and I tell him that, too.

One husband shared,

I am glad that my wife lcnows nte better now. She sÍops putting pressure on me to

talk about things that I don't want to talk about [pauseJ. She's more like a friend

than a wife.

The couples agreed that having their spouse as a friend helped them achieve

marital satisfaction. Keeping this friendship as apartof their relationship may include

couples being involved in the same activities.

Spending free time with each other and with friends is a requirement in a marital

relationship and this gives the marriage quality (Greeff, 2000; Greeff & Marlherbe 2001).
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Fun time and laughter help to enrich the couples' memories of family life. The

participating couples shared memories of good times at the beaches and on camping trips.

One husband said,

One of the positive things about my wfe is she has a funny bone. She laughs so

easily and makes others laugh too. [Vhen our family goes to the beach, she

develops ganxes and tells jokes. I always laugh at her jokes.

One wife shared,

we always have a good time during our camping trips At night, by the fire, we

telliokes and ghost stories. Myfamily shares so much love and laughter together.

The participants acknowledged the importance of laughing together. Being able to

see humor in difficult situations lightened up their lives and permitted them to laugh at

their own mistakes on occasion. Sometimes, laughter helped to ease the marital conflicts.

A husband said,

It is hard to get upset when my wtfe laughs at her mistakes; she turns the mistake

into a lesson to be learned.

All the people interviewed agreed that friendship and laughter are required in a

couple's relationship. They create good times for themselves, with their children, and

friends and that helps maintain their marital satisfaction.

Commitment is another factor that influences marital satisfaction and I will

discuss it next.
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4.6.4. Commitment

The couples indicated that one of the main aspects of family is committing

themselves to the family. This commitment was maintained through love and respect.

There is an old saying "Without respect, love cannot go far". Burgess et at (1953),

Roberts (1979), Goedecke (1982), Gottman (1994) found that love is one of the basic

elements of a marriage. The couples believed that the love and respect of their spouses

helped them through life's ups and downs from the time that the first child was born,

through the children's teenage years, to the time when the children moved out.

One husband pointed out,

I was trained to believe that if I committed to my family, I would raise successful

chÌldren. I think the belief helps to create the facts. Now I am satisfied with my

marriage and also with my children's success. I am glad that my commitment

brought good results.

A wife commented,

I4/e have been through so many challenges, andwe are here today because of our

commitment to each other and to our children. I know my husband is committed

to our family and knowing that keeps me going, one foot infront of the other

[pauseJ. Together we just walk.
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4.6.5. Community

The Vietnamese community which was created after the migration to Canada will

be discussed in this section. Belonging to a community that serves the Vietnamese as

well as society atlarge is important to the participating couples.

The participating couples proudly expressed their efforl to maintain and cultivate

their Vietnamese ethnic identity through involvement within the community. This pride

was also found by Nagel and Olzak (1982) and See and Wilson (1983). Rutledge (1992)

points out that the Vietnamese who came to Canada brought their culture with them.

Their ways of thinking and behaving are who they are. They expressed their identity

through their community's cultural organizations which were developed and maintained

as tools necessary for the preservation of the Vietnamese cultural identity (Pfeifer, 1990).

The community is a network whose members share a common language, cultural

traditions, and similar immigration experiences (Rutledge,1992). Kibria (1993) points

out that most people join community organizalions at the invitation of family or friends.

Members shared rides with friends or family to attend meetings. Once they started

attending these meetings, they often became involved in a social network with other

members.

One wife commented,

LYe have so nxany groups inthe comntunÌty. For example, "sport group", "party

group", "fishing group", and the "karaoke group". So when people attend some

of the events in the communift, they join in the group that they like. Friends bring

friends and the groups grow bigger. í4/e joined in one of these groups and this

makes nty lfe ntore satisfuing.
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Three of the participating couples volunteered to make community events happen

by helping organize weekend and summer Vietnamese classes for youngsters as a parl of

their regular activities. They indicated that these connections and family activities

contributed to the couples' long-term marital satisfaction, as also found by Stinnett

(1e7e).

The participants expressed that Canada provided them with opporlunities that

helped them create a good life for themselves, and they were willing to contribute to the

larger society to make it stronger and safer as a whole. Some become involved with the

temple, churches, volunteering at daycares, nursing homes, and community cultural

centers.

One husband shared,

We are hoppy and satisfied with our lives because we have a connection with our

people in the community. We share withfriends the ups and downs as well as

work and play. My wife often thinks of others and wants to help people. That is

why we are so deeply connected.

Activities help the preservation and the development of the Vietnamese cultural

tradition in Canada (Rutledge, 1992). For instance, the Free Vietnarnese Association

drew hundreds of Vietnamese and non-Vietnamese to its New Years Celebration. That

organizalion holds displays of Vietnamese clothing for different occasions, food, and

other ethnic specialties, as well as Vietnamese folk dances. Another function of

community is to offer aid through the cultural organizations to support newcomers to

Canadian society.

One wife noted,
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We volunteered at the Vietnømese Association soon after we aruived in Ilinnipeg

and continue to do so now. We've helped to preparefor different events. I liked to

connect and rebuild our friendship that was lost by the migration.

Through the social networks, the wives exchanged food and material goods, as

well as money for crises or emergencies. They shared child care, cooking, and

information about social services, hospital, school and job-hunting. The wives expanded

their responsibility to include the household chores, paid work outside the home, and

access to social services.

These couples complemented the Vietnamese organizations such as the cultural

center by helping Vietnamese newcomers adapt to their new situation and by helping

them f,rnd jobs and training opportunities. Min (1988), Morawska (1985), Poftes and

Bach (1985) also found individuals helping out in that same manner.

4.6.6. Religion

Rutledge (1985) notes that in the Vietnamese community, religion serves to

reinforce the ethnic cohesion and identity of its members. Dorais et al. (1987) points out

that religion provides its adherents living in Canadian society with a means to maintain

their identity, values and cultural habits. Vietnamese religious institutions served as

agencies of integration into Canadian society, while at the same time, they provided the

means to preserve the Vietnamese culture and traditions (Pfeifer, 1990). Religious

institutions also played the role of extended family and friends, and signif,rcant

interpersonal relationships and mutual assistance developed among members. The

members provided advice to one another regarding personal as well as family matters.
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They helped each other with moving, home renovations and auto repairs. Furthermore,

the members invited each other to family events such as marriages, birthdays, various

celebrations, and funerals.

For example, three of the four participating Vietnamese couples go to the Temple

every Sunday. When they were at the Temple, they practiced meaningful rituals together

and discussed Buddhist teachings with a group of friends. Shared religious beliefs

enhanced the couples' social support network and also strengthened the family

Sporakowski and Hughston (1978), Lauer and Lauer (1986), MacKinnon et al. (1984),

Call and Heaton (1997), Roberts (1979), Robinson and Blanton (1993).

One wife shared,

Being with my husband andfriends in the Temple is always goodfor my spirit. l|/e

learn and share with each other about Buddhism and how it helps our lives.

One husband commented,

I lookforward to Sunday, as now that I am retired I like to spend time with my

friends. After the service at the Temple, my wfe and I, and a couple offriends go

out and have a good time.

4.6.7. Feedback from Participants

As promised at the outset of the study, I presented the participating couples with

my findings and asked for their feedback. The following statements were their comments:

1. The key factors (harmony, mutual acceptance intimacy and sexual relationship,

friendship and laughter, commitment, community and religion) were what they

expected.
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Two wives expressed that until they answered the questions in my interview, they

had not realized that they had been through so much as a couple after immigrating

to Canada. They made enormous efforts to make their marriage work in a

satisfactory way. Answering the interview questions gave them a chance to look

back to see what they have accomplished and they were proud of themselves and

their children.

other two wives shared that after the interview they grew more appreciative

towards their successful adult children. For their children, all the couples put their

heads and hearts together to work on their primary goal of raising responsible

children, and at the same time, they experienced satisfaction with their marriage.

Three husbands expressed that they are now more involved with the Vietnamese

community because they have more free time. They hoped that their children

would learn from them to be involved with building and strengthening the

Vietnamese community.

The most traditional couple in my study indicated that the interview encouraged a

change in their couple relationship. The husband pays more attention to his wife,

and the wife has become more involved in decision making.

4.7. Summary

The participating couples experienced long-term marital satisfaction because they

achieved the most important goal of raising good children. Most of the adult children of

the interviewed couples were educated, successful professionals, and thus they had raised

a good family. Harmony, based on Confucianism, has had great impact on how the

2.

J.

4.

5.
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couples worked out conflicts. Each spouse made changes and adjustments over time to

create and maintain the strength of their marriage.

They rebuilt their social networks and supports within their community in

Canada. Through these connections they provided help and support to each other

including material help, and also emotional and spiritual support.

All factors that have been discussed are important, but the following three factors

were rated as central by all the couples in this study: gender roles, raising children and

maintaining family traditions.

4.7.1. Gender Roles

Caplan et al (1989) found that Vietnamese families adapted quite well to new

systems in new countries. They practiced gender role equality in decision making, and

they participated in the labor force, children's school activities, and domestic chores.

Johnson (1989) found that Vietnamese husbands and wives shared child-related matters-

financial and social activities, as well as house repairs. Other tasks such as house-

cleaning, laundry, and gardening were often done by children and extended family.

One wife expressed,

After living in Canadafor many years, we have learned and changed so many of

our roles as husband and wife.

Traditional Vietnamese wives were in charge of the household duties and child

care (Muzny,1989; Rutledge, 1992). In Canada, household duties have become more

equitably distributed between husband and wife as Vietnamese wives joined the work

force and contributed to the farnily income. The division of responsibilities and labor at
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home was usually based on compromises between all members of the family and

everyone had to adjust to the changes (Ishisaka, 1997).

In the new Canadian environment, with wives working outside the home or going

back to school, the roles of both husband and wife needed to accommodate the changes in

lifestyle.

One husband pointed out,

l4thctt is a mon's job in Canada [pauseJ other than watching television and

drinking beer? [pauseJ My wrfe work as hard as I do alt day long, so what kind

of man would I be if I didn't help out with the chores?

One wife commented

My husband goes for groceries sometimes when we need more food and he cooks

supper when I work overtime.

Another wife noted

...my husband drops off and piclrs up my son at swimming practice. He took over

that task when I started school

The husband's role as decision-maker also altered after the couple moved to

Canada. The participating husbands expressed that not only had they lost their social and

economic status but they also lost their power of decision-making in the home. They had

to listen to their wives' and children's ideas so that at times they compromised or

acquiesced. They indicated that at first it was very difficult to accept their loss of status,

but for their children's sake they learned to adapt to the changes. They felt that adaptation

was getting easier over time. During the interview, all the men felt they had made peace

within themselves and enjoyed their relationship with their wives and children.
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A woman's role is that of caretaker and that includes raising good children and

taking care of her husband. Kaslow et al (1994) point out that traditionally, women want

their husbands to have power and social status. However, the wives in my study looked

for husbands who had the ability to raise successful children and be good role models for

the children. The wives shared that now that they had achieved their most precious goal

of raising successful children, they felt fulfilled in their role as parent and spouse.

Cheung, (1999) also found that sense of achievement in her respondents who were Hong

Kong Chinese and European Canadian couples.

4.7 .2. Raising Children

Raising children in Canada was the largest challenge for the participating couples.

They expressed their concerns about the freedom of children in Canada. The influence of

peer pressure, the media, and social systems on their children caused the parents

difficulties in raising their children, compared to how they would have raised them in

Vietnam (Paddock & Ingram, 1991).

The couples in my study felt that the Canadian culture of the individual was

opposite to the Vietnamese family tradition of the collective way (Kibria, 1993). Both

husbands and wives worried that their children would learn the new Canadian ways and

refuse to practice the Vietnamese way of living. Now they understand how much their

families have been influenced by the new environment. The wives shared that they often

learned frorn other wives how to raise children - what to do and what not to do - through

their involvement with the temple and the Vietnamese community as volunteers and as

participants in a parenting group. The wives blought ideas home to discuss with their
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husbands about parenting the children effectively without confusing them because they

were living in two different cultures.

The couples indicated that they wanted their children to values cooperation and

nurturing. It was also found by Ginsburg, (1989).

At the time of the interviews, the participants expressed that they had made

changes in parenting styles to f,rt with their new environment so they could have healthy

relationships with their children. They were satisfied with their efforts because all their

children were good Canadian citizens and that result contributed to their marital

satisfaction.

4.7 .3. Maintaining Family Traditions

The wives in this study indicated that there is ongoing adjustment within their

family traditions. Since they moved to Canada, there has been a continual process of

change in the parent/children and husband/wife relationships. These changes provided

good opportunity for women and children to raise their concerns and to question

hierarchal family traditions. Although the children viewed Vietnamese tradition as

outdated and wanted to have the greater autonomy of Canadian life, they do not totally

reject family traditions. The wives indicated that they and their adult children strive to

adjust their tradition to the new environment, to work with it, and enhance their own

power without completely destroying the traditional family rules.

The wives in this study indicated that they liked to keep the Vietnamese tradition

that gives the wife authority over their children and obligates the males to provide
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economically for their family. This creates households in which family members support

their own. It was also found by Stacey (1990).

One wife pointed out,

We need to pool resources together for family use. Iffamily member or relative

needs money, we can help them.

All the couples in the study believed that the old family tradition - father is the

head of the family, family members take care of one another and adult children take care

of elderly parents - worked well for them in the past. It helped them to overcome

obstacles when Canadian society rejected and discriminated against them because of their

gender, race, and age. This was also found by Kibria (1993).

One husband noted,

For our family, it has been this wayfor years. [4/e need to be responsible

financially for our family. Especially in Canada, where v,e don't have a big

family.

There are common qualities that the couples are proud of and want to keep to pass

on to the next generation such as the close, cooperative, and selfless relationship between

family members. It was also found by Ginsburg, (1989). Therefore they tried their best

to talk about and practice these qualities in daily living and through storytelling.

One wife expressed,

To live successfully in Canada, we have to knovt what traditions to keep, what to

adjusr, and what to get rid of...

A second wife commented,

There are a lot of good things to pass on our children and grandchildren, like the

closeness, caring for, and being responsible for fantily members.
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All husbands and wives in this study expressed that their lives together had been

close, respectful, trusting and loving. This was also found by Schwartz (1994), and

Blaisure and Allen (1995). The wives pointed out that the time was now for them to

harvest life and to enjoy it together as a couple. There is an old saying, "There are two

things in life that people aim for. The first is to get what they want and the second is to

enjoy it". These wives spent time and energy planning weekend events such as karaoke,

camping, socializing with friends and visiting children in other provinces.

Through interviewing participating couples ,I realized that the wives accepted

changes easily, were eager to learn new things, and adjusted well to their new

environment. They often motivated and encouraged husbands and children to learn and

to change for the family's benefit. Often, they took no credit for what they had done, but,

instead credited their husbands and children. The husbands indicated that for the benefit

of their children they were willing to make all kinds of changes such as involving

themselves in household chores, spending time with the children, and sharing the

decision making with the wives. All the wives acknowledged the changes their husbands

made and they were thankful for the husband's willingness to adjust to new values;

especially, they appreciated the more equal treatment they received.
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CHAPTER FIVE. Contributions and Implication

5.1. Contributions to the Literature on Marital Satisfaction

Most of the literature on western marital satisfaction concentrates on the

satisfaction of the individual (Lauer &, Lauer, 1986; willi , l99z; wallerstein &

Blakeslee, 1995) rather than that of the family unit. Dien (1992) points out that some

Vy'estern theories do not apply to non-European cultures. Social workers who work with

non-European families and couples need to learn and understand how cultures and beliefs

shape individuals and how adjustments to new ways of life influence the meaning of

marital satisfaction in immigrant populations.

My findings indicate some differences and some similarities. The differences are

that to the participants the family unit is their first concern. They sacrificed themselves

for the benef,rt of the family, with the goal of raising successful children as the criterion

of their long-term marital satisfaction. Community is another factor which they created

after having emigrated to Canada. The connections and activities within community also

contributed to their marital satisfaction.

I found that the participants value harmony, mutual acceptance, intimacy, and the

sexual relationship, friendship and laughter, religion and commitment. These aspects are

similar to the findings of Rutledge (1992), Lauer and Lauer (1986), Robinson and

Blanton (1993), Gottman (1994), Call and Heaton (1997), Roberts (1979), Greeff (2000)

and Greeff and Marlherbe, (2001). I also found that keeping marriage forever is a must to

the participating couples. This agrees with Weishaus and Field (1988) as well as Amato

and his associates (2003). The above suggests that for a long-terrn satisfying marriages
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both husband and wife must work together from the beginning of their marriage. All

individuals who were interviewed believed that they and their spouses intended to keep

their marriage forever. This forced them to work out their differences and adjust to

changes in their marriage relationship.

5.2. Implications for Fractice

Social work clinical practice based on Western literature often does not apply to

non-Western cultures (Cheung, 1999). My findings can provide clinical practitioners with

insights into non-Western family relationships in the area of family and couple

counseling. This study calls for family and marriage counselors to adopt a more

culturally diverse approach because it shows a different meaning of marital satisfaction.

My frndings indicated that marriages were solidly built around the family and the most

important goal for these couples was raising successful children. Similar to Cheung

(1999),I found that when parents with difficulties shared conflicts with their adult

children it was beneficial for both generations

The participating couples worked very hard and persisted in the achievement of

the goal of long- term satisfaction in their mamiage. From the experiences of these

couples, clinical practitioners can develop culturally appropriate intervention when

working with Vietnamese clients.

I suggest that social workers who work with Vietnamese couples pay close

attention to how the Vietnamese are affected by Canadian social values and systems.

These systems provide the opportunities and limitations by which the Vietnarnese

construct their farnily life. The Vietnamese respond to these systems according to the
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culture they bring with them to Canada (Kibria, 1993). Furthermore, as a social worker

who works with immigrant families, I have seen that we are more successful when we

work with our clients' values and beliefs, provided they remain within Canadian law.

There are power issues between immigrant women and men that is shaped by their

unequal access to and control over economic and social resources in Canada (Blumberg,

1991). My study indicates that when they anived in Canada the participants experienced

a shift in gender balance of resources. The wives had greater influence in their family as

a result of greater control over resources compared to what they would have had in

Vietnam while the husbands had a profound sense of loss in their social and economic

status in comparison to the past (as discussed in Chapter four), My work suggests that

the social workers who work with Vietnamese couples study the strengths and

weaknesses of this issue to develop services aimed at making the economic and social

resources more equally available to both genders. For example, more English classes, an

easier accreditation process, more job training, more government workers learning and

practicing culturally diverse approaches in dealing with immigrant populations so that

they can integrate moÍe successfully into Canadian society.

5.2.1. Direct tmplication for women in Abusive Relationships

I came from Vietnam more fhan20 years ago and have lived in V/innipeg all

those years. In the last thirteen years I have worked as a social worker with victims of

wife abuse. In my daily work at the Immigrant Women's Counseling Services I have

seen immigrant farnilies in trouble in many aspects of their lives including couple

conflict, farnily violence, lack of parenting and communication skills, separation and
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divorce. i wanted to know how other immigrant families who can manage their lives

through life's ups and downs while keeping their families intact and remain satisfied witli

their family relationships.

This study has direct application to my work with women at the Immigrant

Women's Counseling Services and is aimed very much at the women of the immigrant

community rather than at both men and women. Interventions such as proposed here are

culturally appropriate.

Most of my clients come from countries where wife abuse is accepted as normal.

They were trained from a very young age that the husband has the right to control them

as well as their children and that it is his right to keep family traditions, including the

abusive treatment of women. When these women moved to Canada, they experienced

significant isolation from the Canadian community and from the Vietnamese community

in Manitoba. The combination of cultural and language barriers as well as the

immigration process created an environment for my clients that trapped them in abusive

relationships. They must earn an income for economic reasons while also maintaining

their domestic role. Lacking social supports and being without the corurections of the

traditional extended family makes their work a lot more diff,rcult. These factors caused

many of them to challenge their husbands' patriarchal status and that usually created

malital conflicts.

The migration process was a difficult, painful process to most of my immigrant

and refugee clients. Each individual adapted to the new environment differently as they

faced the various problems of their age, gender and family situation.
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The client's children often challenge parental authority and some become hostile.

The conflicts are exacerbated when parents tried to practice, in Canada, the social and

cultural values of Vietnam while their children were exposed to and eager to adopt

Canadian cultural values. More than anything else peer pressure pushes children to do

things so that they fit in with a social or school group. The family living environment

greatly influences their children to an extent and in a manner depending on age and

gender.

The clients' husbands also experienced the loss of family tradition as well as

economic and social status. They had to deal with the demands of a new country where

they often felt threatened, inadequate and surrounded by uncertainty. The home would be

the place where these men felt safe to release their frustrations, fear, anger and other

stresses, often on their women. They often remained hesitant to share household chores

and child care with their wives and felt threatened when they experienced the role

changes that inevitably took place. The wives, who were subservient back home, become

assertive in Canada because they learned new values and saw new opportunities in which

they were supported by Canadian society.

In these situations my clients experienced all kind of abuse, physical, mental,

financial and sexual. Their husbands often controlled their activities, discouraging them

from attending English as second language classes, seeing friends or family and going to

work.

These men insulted and belittled their wives by calling them names. Some, but

not all, also had bad tempers that flared up over every little thing that my clients did. The

children who witnessed the daily abuse copied the behaviour from their fathers and
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became abusive towards their mothers and other women. My clients lived chaotic lives

even though they wanted to live in a harmonious home, raise respectful children,

manage family conflicts without violence and keep their families intact as was their

tradition.

I believe the findings of this study will address some of the needs and wants of

these clients. Therefore, I will develop a group manual on couple relationships to work

with them. I expect this manual will also be of use to other social workers who work

with immigrant and refugee families as well as other families that are having problems.

The purposes of this Group Manual will be to;

i. Help clients to understand that they have rights, and to encourage them to stand

up for those rights, that are protected in Canada because this country takes a zero

tolerance approach to family violence.

2. Encourage clients to utilize available resources.

3. Provide communication skills that enable clients to listen and talk with their

children, spouses and each other.

4. Encourage clients to ask for help and to help to one another through volunteering

and attending community events to build a suppoft network with others.

5. To encourage clients to practice give and take and ask for help with household

chores

The group manual will be organized around six sessions that will include:

L Family and children as the top priority

2. Gender roles

3. Adjusting theil parenting practices to the Canadian reality
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4. Conflict resolution between spouses and parents and children

5. Communication and decision making

6. Mutual acceptance, intimacy, friendship and community.

In the first session, we will discuss how to use harmony as a foundation of family

interaction and of raising children. We will discuss commitment as one of the main

aspects in maintaining the family and helping the couple go through life's ups and downs.

To raise children to be the best they can be the parents need to become involved with

their children's school, homework and after school activities. They need to be role

models to their children.

In the second session we will discuss gender roles. Group members will learn to

ask their husbands to help with housework as well as child care if the wives work outside

the home. She needs to acknowledge her husband's effort and encourage that by

showing appreciation whenever he does any house work.

In session three we will discuss adjustments in parenting and changing methods of

disciplining the children. Parents and children need to support each other. All are

struggling with cultural and other life issues during the traumatic transition in a new

country and culture. We will discuss open communication between parents and between

parents and children so that they may all understand each other and so that parents can

properly guide their children. They need to promote self-confidence and determination in

their children. The parents need to define rules, boundaries, expectations, goals, roles,

and responsibilities appropriate to their children's gender and ages. Finally parents must

connect themselves and their children with community resources that will meet the needs

of all, recreation, tutoring, employment search and training and counseling among others.
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In session four, the group members will discuss conflict resolution. They will

learn to develop strategies that fit their personalities so that they can deal with issues,

from minor to major ones that arise in their lives, For example, by walking away when

they feel an unmanageable conflict may start and coming back to talk about the issue

when both husband and wife are ready to deal with it. Adult children can also be

involved as consultants in marital conflicts when they are willing to be involved.

In session five the group will discuss communication and decision making. For

example, the parent can learn to make decisions in areas of their responsibility, they can

discuss important issues such as those related to their children when they arise. The

parents must know they can depend on each other's abilities, strengths and talents to

contribute to decision making for the benefit of the whole family.

In the last session, group members will discuss mutual acceptance. They will

discuss and learn to respect and accept each other as they are. They need to learn and

practice compromise and flexibility. They will discuss intimacy as a part of couple's life.

For example they can spend time together on camping trips, barbequing or watching

television hand in hand. They also will discuss and learn that friendship with their spouse

is crucial for their marriage. They can make an effort to enjoy time together or with

friends. They will learn that being involved with community brings support and help

with auto and house repairs, childcare and finding jobs among other things. Through

involvement with community they can also maintain and cultivate their ethnic identity

and traditions
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5.3, Suggestions for Further Research

This is a study of first-generation immigrants. It is important to study second

generation and other Vietnamese immigrant couples to examine their definition of long-

term marital satisfaction, and to see how that definition changes with second and

subsequent generations.

A further study of couples who live in other parts of Canada would be useful in

order to examine regional Canadian influences.

5.4. Summary

In this study I gathered information from the participating Vietnamese couples

about why they stay in their long-term marriages and how they adjusted to a new country

in order to experience satisfaction in their marriages. I found similarities and differences

in the factors that contribute to long-term marital satisfaction in comparison to the

literatures that studied non-western and western people. I believe my findings can help

the service providers to develop culturally diverse approaches to serve the immigrant

communities better.
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Appendices

Appendix I. Letter of Invitation to Service Agencies for

Recruitment of Samples

Research Proiect Title: Vietnamese Couples' Perceptions on
the Factors that Contribute to Satisfaction in Long-Term
Marriage

Graduate Student Researcher: Dung Le

Research Supervisor: D r. Maria Cheung

Dear President / Coordinator

Re: Recruitment of respondents for a Master of Social Work thesis research

project on "Vietnamese Couples Perceptions on the Factors that Contribute to

Satisfaction in Long-Term Marriage."

I would like to ask for your help in recruiting five Vietnamese couples for my

study of the factors contributing to satisfaction in long-term maniage. This research is a

parlial fulfillment for my master of Social Work degree at the University of Manitoba.

My sample criteria are:

i. Husband and wife can be from North, Central, or South Vietnam.

2. They must be in their first marriage and have children.

3. The couple must be married for at least 20 years at the time of the interview.
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4. The couples must have been living in Manitoba, Canada for at least 5 years at the

time of the interview.

5. The couple must be ethnic Vietnamese and they may, but need not, have a formal

education.

6. The couples to identify themselves as being in a satisfying marriage.

7. The couple is either an immigrant or refugee.

8. The couple must be in a non-clinical population.

The informed consent will be separately obtained from each spouse and the data

from each spouse will be kept confidential in relation to the other spouse.

I will do the in-depth interviews with each individual of the couple. The

questionnaire and interview will be in Vietnamese and the latter will take about an hour

and a half. The interview process may be from July 1 to July 31,2005.

All couples' participation is voluntary. Confidentiality is guaranteed. An

informed consent form (see attached) will be signed by the participants individually. I

will ensure that the participants' identities and the data collected are kept securely

confidential. All information, including location that could lead to any form of

identification will not be published.

AII parlicipants will be told that I will interview them, transcribe and translate the

interview into English. All the participants will be told that tapes, written information

and computer disks will be kept in a locked cabinet at my house and will be destroyed

when the study is complete. I am the only person who has a key and access to the data.
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This study is to enhance our knowledge of how Vietnamese couples in long-term

marriages have created their marital satisfaction. Your help will facilitate conducting the

study.

To better inform you about this study, I look forward to discussing my proposal

with you in further detail. Please contact me at (204) 477-5191 if you have any

questions. I am enclosing release of information forms for couples that you identify as

beirig willing to participate in my study.

Yours Truly,

Dung Le

MSW Candidate

90 Captains Way

Wpg. MB R3X 2Jl
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Appendix II. trnformation Letter of the Study

Research Proiect Title: Vietnamese Couples' Perceptions on
the Factors that Contribute to Satisfaction in Long-Term
Marriage

Graduate Student Researcher: Dung Le

Research Super-visor: D r. Maria Cheung

I am a graduate student of social work at the University of Manitoba, I am requesting

your participation in my study on the factors that contribute to marital satisfaction in the

Vietnamese community. That is a partial fulfillment for my Master of Social Work

degree. The purpose is to understand how Vietnamese couples remain satisfied in their

long-term mariages despite the challenges that they have had to face daily throughout

their married lives. I look for couples who meet the selection criteria as follows:

1. Husband and wife can be from North, Central, or South Vietnam.

2. They must be in their first marriage and have children.

3. The couple must be married for at least 20 years at the time of the interview.

4. The couples must have been living in Manitoba, Canada for at least 5 years at the

time of the interview.

5. The couple must be ethnic Vietnamese and they may, but need not, have a formal

education.

6. The couples identify themselves as being in a satisfying marriage.

7. The couple may be immigrant or refugee.
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8. The couple must be in a non-clinical population.

I would like to invite you to parlicipate in an in-depth interview if you meet the

mentioned criteria. I will interview each of you individually, face- to- face for

approximately one and half-hours. if I have further questions during my analysis of this

study, I will contact you for further interviews.

Your participation is voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study at

anytime. The interview will be in Vietnamese and it will be tape-recorded. During an

interview, you can turn off the tape recorder at anytime. You have the right not to answer

any questions. The tapes of the interview and their transcripts will be stored in a locked

cabinet at my house and will be destroyed when I complete my study.

The informed consent will be separately obtained from each of you and the data

from each of you will be kept confidential in relation to your husband/wife.

If you agree with the process please call me at (204) 477 -5i 91 to apange a face-

to-face meeting at your convenience. The interview location will either be at your house

or a place that is convenient for you. I will bring consent forms for you to sign.

In anticipation, I thank you for your consideration.

Yours Truly,

Dung Le
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Appendix III. Thesis Research Consent Form

Research Proiect Title: Vietnamese Couples' Perceptions on
the Factors that Contribute to Satisfaction in Long-Term
Marriage

Graduate Student Researcher: Dung Le

Research Supervisor: Dr. Maria Cheung

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic

idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would

like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you

should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and be sure you

understand any accompanying information.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in my study, which focuses on the

satisfaction you have experienced in your marriage.

The purposes of the study are:

- To explore the factors that create satisfaction for Vietnamese couples in their

long-term marriage.

- To identify ways to help couples who have difÍiculty in their marriages but want

to stay and work on them.

- To give social workers and other practitioners some culturally appropriate

knowledge to help them work with the Vietnamese population.
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- To help social service delivery systems develop more effective programs and

services on family relations to the Vietnamese population.

The informed consent will be separately obtained from each of you and the data

from each of you will be kept confidential in relation to your husband/wife.

The interview is approximately one and a half hours. In the interview I will ask

you to share with me anythingthat you think may be relevant to this study. If I have

further questions during my analysis, I will contact you for further interviews. The

consent form for further interviews is attached.

During an interview I believe we will discuss both pain and joy. If you have

some discomfort after the interview. Please contact the counseling resources (attached)

that are available to you at no cost.

Your parlicipation is voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study at

anytime. The interview will be in Vietnamese and it will be tape-recorded. During an

interview, you can turn off the tape recorder at anytime. You have the right not to answer

any questions,

I will transcribe the tape-recorded interview. To ensure you are not directly

identif,red, every possible measure will be taken, All identifying information will be

taken out of the transcriptions, identif,red reports or other written work, including my

thesis presentation. Each of you will be assigned a number or pseudonym.

The thesis committee members - Maria Cheung, Esther Blum and Carol Harvey -

will have access to the data only after the identifying information has been removed.

Tapes, written information and computer disks will be kept in a locked cabinet at my

house. I will be the only one who has access to the key. They will be destroyed - by
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shredding the paper and erasing and physically destroying electronic media - when the

thesis is accepted. The interview location will be either at your house or a place that is

convenient to you.

After the interview, I will invite you individually for feedback on my findings in

this study. The consent form is attached. A summary of research findings will be made

available to you approximately two months from the time of the last interview. Please

indicate in the space below if you would like to have a summary of the findings.

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Social Work at the University of

Manitoba. Although I am working as a counselor at Immigrant Women's Counseling

Services, I ensure that my position will not influence any involvement you may have at

that agency, and it will not affect any service you may be receiving now or may receive

in the future.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to

participate as a respondent. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the

researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional

responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from

answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your

continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so please feel free

to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

Dung Le (researcher)

Telephone number: (204) 477 5191

Maria Cheung, Ph.D. (advisor)

Telephone number: (204) 414-6610
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The Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board has approved this research. If

you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the

above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at (204) 474-7122. A copy of this

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Signature of pafticipant Date

Signature of researcher Date

I would like to request a summary of the research fìndings (please check one)

email fax mail
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Appendix IV. Consent to Audiotape

Research Proiect Title: vietnamese Couples' Perceptions on
the Factors that Contribute to Satisfaction in Long-Term
Marriage

Graduate Student Researcher: Dung Le

Research Sunervisor: D r. Maria Cheung

Consent to Audiotape

I give permission for my interview to be audio taped. I understand that I can turn the tape

recorder off at any time during the interview.

Signature participant Date
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Appendix V.Thesis Research Consent Form For F urther

Contact

Research Proiect Title: Vietnamese Couples' Perceptions on
the Factors that Contribute to Satisfaction in Long-Term
Marriage

Graduate Student Researcher: Dung Le

Research Supervisor: D r. Maria Cheung

Thesis Research Consent Form
For Further Contact

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and

reference is only part of the process of the informed consent of the research. I would ask

that you be willing to meet with me for further interview(s) if I have further questions

during my analysis of this study. The date, time and location of the interview will be at

your convenience. In the further interviews, you will have all the rights as respondent

compare to the first interview.

The information will be kept confidential as the first interview.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction

the information regarding the further interview in this research project
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Signature of Participant

Signature of Researcher

Date

Date
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Appendix VI. Thesis research consent form for individual

feedback

Research Proiect Title: Vietnamese Couples' Perceptions on
the Factors that Contribute to Satisfaction in Long-Term
Marriage

Graduate Student Researcher: Dung Le

Research Sunervisor: Dr. Maria Cheung

Thesis research consent form for individual feedback

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your record and

reference is only part of the process of the informed consent of the research.

After I write up my frndings of my study, I would like to invite you individually

for feedback on my study findings, approximately two months from the time of the last

interview. I will contact you by telephone to arrange aface to face individual meeting.

The date, time and location of the feedback meeting will be at your convenience.

The feedback meeting will be in Vietnamese approximately in one hour. Your

participation is voluntary. If you do not want to attend another face to face session,

please let me know another alternative way that you prefer for the feedback session, I will

accommodate your preference.

The information will be kept conhdential as the first interview and wii be

destroyed at the same time with the other information when the thesis is completed.
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Signature of Participant

Signature of Researcher

Date

Date
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Appendix VII. Questions and Probes

1. What were the reasons for you to imrnigrate to Canada?

2. How did the immigration process affect your marriage?

VII.1. Motivation

1. What makes you stay together?

2. Are you satisfied with your marriage?

3. What does marital satisfaction mean to you?

4. What makes your marriage satisfying?

5. What are the key factors you perceive to be contributing to the long-term

satisfaction of your marriage?

6. What do you do to achieve marital satisfaction in your marriage?

1. Do you still find your spouse loveable and attractive?

VIL.2. Division of Household Labour

1. How do you handle household chores? Who does what?

2. Do you ask your spouse to help with the chores? How often?

3. How does the frequency of your husband's participation in the household

chores affect your marital relationship?

4. As a husband, how does your participation in the chores affect your marital

relationship?
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VII.3. Decision making

1. How do you make major decisions?

2. Do you consult one another on your decisions?

3. Who makes decision on household matters?

4. V/ho decides for children school and education?

5. If you buy a carlhouse or have a major expenditure, who makes the final

decision?

VII.4. Communication

1. How do you express your intimacy?

2. How do you express affection to each other?

3. Do you feel you have a balance between individual and couplehood?

4. Do you respect your spouse's independence? How?

5. Do you share with your spouse about what you want and need?

6. Do you spend free time together? How?

VII.S. Problem Solving

1. When you are under stress as a couple, what do you do?

2. When you disagree what do you do?

3. Do you have difficulty in finding ways to solve your problem? Explain.

4. Do you rely on friends or relatives to help you solve the problem between

you?

5. How do you feel your spouse cooperates with you in solving problems?

6. Are you willing to adjust to change?
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